PUBLIC HEARING

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Rebecca Markwick, Associate Planner
Emily Longfellow, City Attorney

BELVEDERE CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 11, 2019

Reviewed By: Craig Middleton, City Manager
Subject:

Appeal of a Planning Commission decision made on January 15, 2019,
granting Design Review and Conditional Use Permit for the property located
121 Belvedere Avenue. Appellant: Attorney Christopher Johns representing
INJ LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, of 125 Belvedere Avenue.
Property Owner: David McClosky

Recommended Motion/Item Description
1.

That Mayor McCaskill preside over the Public Hearing.

2.

That the City Council adopt a resolution denying the appeal and upholding the decision
of the Planning Commission, and approving Design Review and a Conditional Use
Permit for the property located at 121 Belvedere Avenue.

Background
Proposed Project
On January 15, 2019, the Planning Commission approved an Initial Study Mitigated Negative
Declaration, Design Review and a Conditional Use Permit for a new deck and hillavator and
improvements to the waterfront area located at 121 Belvedere Avenue. 1
The project approval included the following:
• 480 square foot pier walkway
• 288 square foot pier head
• 96 square foot platform lift
• 12 square foot boat lift
The pier is proposed to be constructed of Ipe with stainless steel cable railings, and the boatlift
will have aluminum arms. A proposed 338 square foot deck will replace an existing
deck/platform, and new stairs will travel down to the pier. The deck and stairs are approved in
wood and the railings are proposed as cable rails.
1

View the staff report and project plans for the 1/15/19 Planning Commission meeting at:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_01152019-396?html=true
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Additionally, a new hillavator is proposed at the deck to travel down to the bottom of the
property to access the pier. The hillavator tracks are proposed 8 feet from the side property line.
Planning Commission Approval
On October 16, 2018, the Planning Commission reviewed the project for Design Review and
Conditional Use Permit approval, and the adoption of an associated Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration Monitoring Program. At the October meeting the Planning Commission
heard from staff, the project representative, the homeowner, and members of the public. 2
Members of the public raised concerns about the location of the pier and the impacts to privacy,
and suggested an alternative pier location to reduce these impacts. The Planning Commissioners
had comments and questions regarding the pier location, the boat and kayak lift, and the West
Shore zoning requirements for piers. The Planning Commission continued review of the project
to allow the applicant time to analyze the suggested alternative pier location, and gather
information to respond to the Commissioners’ questions and comments.
On January 15, 2019, the Planning Commission again considered the project, which included a
slight realignment of the pier as suggested during the October meeting. 3
After reviewing all evidence in the record, and considering testimony from the appellant,
property owner, and members of the public, the Planning Commission approved the project. The
Planning Commission determined that all Design Review and Conditional Use Permit findings
were satisfied and voted to approve the project. A copy of the draft minutes and approved
resolutions from the January 15, 2019 meeting are included as Attachments 3 and 4.
Planning Commission members further noted that moving the pier would result in unwanted
impacts to the property’s other adjacent neighbor, and that the modified pier location provided
less impact to environmentally sensitive eel grass beds. The majority of the Commissioners
found that that no specific Code requirements protect views or privacy here, and that, in any
event, privacy and view impacts were minimal.
On January 23, 2019, City staff received a timely appeal of the Planning Commission’s decision
by Mr. Christopher Johns, the attorney representing INJ, LLC and its managing agent, Anthony
Piazza. On February 4, 2019, and February 5, 2019, City staff received supplemental appeal
information from Mr. Piazza’s attorney, Mr. Johns. (Attachment 2)
Analysis
In summary, the appeal contains three main arguments: 1) construction of the pier violates the
Design Review Code because it unreasonably impacts views and privacy; 2) the pier will

2

View the staff report and minutes of the 10/16/18 Planning Commission meeting at:
https://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/Planning-Commission-7/?#10162018-385

3

View the staff report and project plans for the 1/15/19 Planning Commission meeting at:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_01152019-396?html=true
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diminish property value, and impair views and privacy, in violation of Conditional Use Permit
findings; and 3) the approval violates Constitutional Substantive and Procedural Due Process.
The appellant’s supplemental letter and materials of February 4, 2019 contains further argument,
a transcript of the Planning Commission hearing, and photos of the property and area.
Staff notes that the City Council’s review of the project is de novo, meaning that the Council
reviews the project as a matter of first impression and that all issues are properly before the
Council. (BreakZone Billiards v. City of Torrence (2000) 81 Cal.App.4th 1205, 1221.) While
the City Council may utilize the Planning Commission’s discussion, comments, and decision to
inform its independent analysis, the City Council is the final decision-maker and is not bound by
the Planning Commission’s action. (Id.) Here, the Council analyzes the project based on the
standards found in Design Review and Conditional Use Permit sections of the Municipal Code.
No Violation of Design Review Code; No Impermissible View or Privacy Impacts
Staff suggests that all Design Review findings can be made, and there are no impermissible view
or privacy impacts.
In Belvedere, the Municipal Code does not provide property owners with a right to absolute
privacy or an unobstructed view. 4 Rather, limits are placed on views and privacy in the Design
Review Code, which were crafted to balance the interests of maintaining privacy and views, with
the private-property interests of developing and improving property.
For example, fences and screening should not “significantly block views”. (Bel. Mun. Code,
§ 20.04.150(B).) Building and window placement should “give consideration to the privacy of
adjacent buildings”. (Bel. Mun. Code, § 20.04.160.) Landscape plans should provide privacy
between properties, and consider the future impact that new plantings may have on significantly
obstructing views. (Bel. Mun. Code, § 20.04.200(B)-(C).) By the Code language, the
construction of a pier and boat lift does not implicate a view or privacy analysis.
Although no specific privacy or view Design Review findings apply here, staff suggests that all
applicable Design Review criteria are satisfied, including a balanced and harmonious
relationship between the improvement and the site, the minimization of bulk and mass, and the
colors and materials used. (Bel. Mun. Code, §§ 20.04.120-140.) As the final decision-maker,
the City Council reviews the project for compliance with these Design Review standards.
As explained in more detail below, the appellant places great emphasis on the Planning
Commission’s use of Chapter 20.06 (West Shore Standards) to help it analyze the project.
Chapter 20.06 was adopted in 1999 to require certain standards for water-related improvements
on West Shore Road. Although the Planning Commission specifically approved the project
under the Design Review Ordinance (Attachment 4, Design Review Resolution 2019-001), it
4

Please note that there are other sections of the Municipal Code that consider view impact and privacy, which do
not apply here. For example, when considering an application for an Exception to Total Floor Area Ratio, the
Planning Commission considers whether the additional requested square footage will reduce the neighbor privacy
and whether it will significantly impair primary views. (Bel. Mun. Code, § 19.52.120(A)(1).) Additionally, Chapter
8.28 prohibits the obstruction of a preexisting view that was in place at the time a property owner purchased the
property, by trees and shrubbery. Neither of these sections are applicable in the current project before the Council.
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referred to Chapter 20.06 as an analytical tool to assist with Design Review. The Planning
Commission did not approve the project on the basis of Chapter 20.06. As the final, independent
decision-maker, the City Council will base its decision on the Design Review Ordinance,
Chapter 20.04, and the Conditional Use Permit Code section – not Chapter 20.06.
Conditional Use Permit Findings Are Satisfied
Staff finds that a Conditional Use Permit is proper.
Conditional Use Permits provide zoning flexibility to allow certain uses that are not permitted as
a matter of right in a zone, but may be developed with a use permit. Use permits are intended to
ensure that a use is appropriate for the entire community and not for the benefit of one property.
Here, Belvedere Municipal Code Chapter 19.80 provides that a conditional use permit may be
issued if it is found that the requested use:
“will not, under the particular circumstances, be detrimental to the safety, morals,
comfort, convenience and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the
neighborhood of such proposed use, and will not be injurious or detrimental to the
property and improvements in the neighborhood of such proposed use, or to the general
welfare of the City.” (Bel. Mun. Code, § 19.80.030(B) [emphasis added].)
The Appellant asserts that the project will cause a diminution of property value at 125 Belvedere
Avenue, and injuriously impact its views and privacy. In short, the appellant argues that,
because the particular neighboring property at 125 Belvedere Avenue may be impacted, the
Conditional Use Permit findings cannot be made.
In contrast, a majority on the Planning Commission interpreted the ordinance language to require
analysis of impacts to the entire “neighborhood” rather than to an individual property. For
example, Planning Commission Chair Lynch noted that Section 19.80.030 required an analysis
of how a project would affect a neighborhood, as opposed to a specific parcel. Chair Lynch
further reasoned that many piers exist in the neighborhood and that the project is consistent with
the uses allowed in the Recreational Zone.
Staff suggests that the majority Planning Commission interpretation of Section 19.80.030 is
appropriate. Section 19.80.030 refers to impacts to the “neighborhood”, not a certain individual
neighbor. Moreover, the intent of all zoning laws – including the Conditional Use Permit – is to
control land development for the benefit of the community.
Additionally, staff suggests that any claimed privacy and view impacts do not rise to the level of
being “injurious or detrimental” to neighbors or neighboring property. Piers and boat/kayak lifts
are typical improvements in the R zone, and are enjoyed by many properties in the area.
Finally, assuming for the sake of argument that Use Permit findings apply to a single neighbor,
any impact to view and/or privacy is minor and not “injurious or detrimental” to “safety, morals,
comfort, convenience and general welfare.” The pier and boat/kayak lifts are small in size,
appropriately located, and are typical of improvements in the neighborhood.
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Staff also notes that a City’s interpretation of its own law, “is entitled to great weight unless it is
clearly erroneous or unauthorized.” (Anderson First Coalition v. City of Anderson (2005) 130
Cal.App.4th 1173, 1193.) Here, staff suggests that the findings for a Conditional Use Permit are
satisfied, and are consistent with both the plain language and the intent of Section 19.80.030. It
has been the City’s consistent past pattern and practice to apply Conditional Use Permit findings
to the neighborhood as a whole, and not an individual neighbor.
Project Controlled by Design Review and Conditional Use Permit; No Substantive Due
Process Violation
No Substantive Due Process Violation
The appellant argues that the project approval violates the property owner’s Constitutional
Substantive Due Process rights because no standards were applied to the project approval, and
the view and privacy impacts caused by the project diminish the property’s value. Staff suggests
that neither argument has merit.
The Substantive Due Process doctrine prohibits governmental action that arbitrarily or
irrationally deprives a person of life, liberty, or a protected property interest. (Euclid v. Amber
Realty Co. (1926) 272 U.S. 365, 395; Crowley v. Courville (1996) 76 F.3d 47, 52; Clark v. City
of Hermosa Beach (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1152, 1180 [no Substantive Due Process violation in
failure of city to grant permit because no protected property interest and city did not act
arbitrarily or irrationally].)
By way of background, a Substantive Due Process review of a city’s action is highly deferential
towards the city, since land use regulations are a valid exercise of police power. (See, e.g.,
Herrington v. County of Sonoma (9th Cir. 1987) 834 F.2d 1488, 1498 [a property owner has an
“extraordinarily heavy burden” to show that a land use regulation violates Substantive Due
Process]; Stubblefield Constr. Co. v. City of San Bernardino (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 687, 712
[disputes between agencies and developers ordinarily “simply do not qualify as deprivations of
substantive due process.”].)
In order to show a violation of Substantive Due Process, two factors must be established: 1) the
existence of a protected property interest within the meaning of the Constitution; and 2) that the
government’s action is so arbitrary or irrational as to shock the conscience. (U.S. v. Salerno
(1987) 481 U.S. 739, 749; Clark, 48 Cal.App.4th at 1180.) Neither factor is met here.
First, the appellant has no Constitutionally-protected property interest in maintaining an
unobstructed view or total privacy. 5 In the land use context, a protected property interests exists
in very narrow circumstances, such as when a party has a vested right to develop. A protected
property interest may also be found when the agency has so little discretion in its decision-

5

Staff notes that there are no Constitutionally-protected privacy interests here. Appellant cites the landmark case of
Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) 381 U.S. 479 for the proposition that privacy is a protected right. In Griswold, the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a state’s ban on the use of contraceptives violated the right to marital privacy. The
right to privacy articulated in Griswold has since been extended to abortion rights in Roe v. Wade, and same-sex
marital rights in Obergefell v. Hodges. The fundamental right to privacy in the previously mentioned cases is, on its
face, distinct from any alleged privacy impacts here.
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making, that a certain approval is virtually assured. (Clark, at 1180.) The appellant has no such
protected property interest here.
Second, the City’s approval of a pier and associated boat/kayak lift, consistent with all zoning
regulations, is not irrational or arbitrary. To constitute a Substantive Due Process violation, the
government’s actions must be so irrational that it “shocks the conscience” to “a degree of
outrageousness and a magnitude of potential or actual harm that is truly conscience shocking.”
(Clark, at 1180 [city’s denial of application to construct two-unit condominium did not shock the
conscience and was a valid interpretation of zoning laws].) This is not the case here.
Design Review Standards Apply to Project
The appellant’s arguments that the Planning Commission impermissibly relied on Chapter 20.06
(Standards for West Shore Road), and that no standards apply to the project, are misplaced.
Review of the project is controlled by the City’s Design Review Ordinance, Chapter 20.04, and
the Conditional Use Permit findings of Section 19.80.030. Noted above, staff suggests and the
Planning Commission found that the proposed project complies with these Code sections.
In 1999, after a series of public meetings, the City Council adopted Chapter 20.06, standards for
the installation of piers, gangways, and related structures for properties on West Shore Road.
Although the City Council has adopted site-specific standards for water-related improvements on
West Shore, it decided not to adopt standards for properties on Richardson Bay. Rather,
Richardson Bay projects are solely reviewed per the Design Review Ordinance.
The Planning Commission directly applied the findings from the Design Review Ordinance
when approving the project. It also utilized Chapter 20.06 to guide its Design Review analysis.
However, the use of Chapter 20.06 when interpreting Design Review requirements does not
amount to an approval under Section 20.06. The record is clear that the Planning Commission
adopted a resolution specifically granting Design Review approval for the project and explicitly
determining that the findings required in Sections 20.04.110-20.04.210 are satisfied.
(Attachment 5, Design Review Resolution 2019-001).
Here, Design Review approval is required – and was given – for the proposed project including
the pier, and boat and kayak lift. Chapter 20.04, broadly requires Design Review approval for
new improvements, including piers and boat lifts. Specifically, Section 20.04.015 requires
Design Review for, “all new buildings, new structures and other exterior physical improvements,
including any relocation or exterior addition, the extension or exterior change of a structure,
landscaping changes, or any change to a previously approved project proposal…whether or not a
building permit is required.” By the plain terms of Chapter 20.04, the standards of the Design
Review Ordinance apply to the project.
Moreover, the appellant’s argument is moot. Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that the
Planning Commission relied on Chapter 20.06 in granting its approval (which by the clear terms
of the Resolution, it did not) any ostensible error would be corrected by the City Council’s
decision here, since the City Council is reviewing the project on appeal de novo for compliance
with the Design Review and Conditional Use Permit standards. The City Council performs its
own independent review of the project pursuant to these standards.
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Procedural Due Process Satisfied
Pursuant to the City’s past pattern and practice, and as indicated on the Appeal Form, staff
scheduled the current appeal for the next available City Council meeting following the Planning
Commission’s January decision.
Reiterating his previous continuance request, on February 5, the appellant’s attorney formally
asked staff to grant an administrative continuance of the hearing due to his scheduling conflict.
There was no indication that the appellants themselves could not attend. Because this would be a
deviation from past practice, and because a duly-noticed hearing was scheduled before the
Council on February 11, staff declined to administratively grant a continuance.
As a point of information, staff notes that the City Council has discretion to grant a continuance
here. The appellant’s attorney and/or the property owners may appear at the Council meeting
and request a continuance, which the Council may grant in its discretion. Staff has
communicated this information to the appellant’s attorney.
The appellant argues that staff’s failure to continue the hearing constitutes a violation of
Procedural Due Process. Staff suggests that this is not the case.
As a threshold matter, Constitutional Due Process applies only when a government considers
depriving a party of a Constitutionally-recognized property or liberty interest. (U.S. Const.
Amends V, XIV; Cal. Const. art I, § 7; Clark, at 1179 [because no legitimate claim to building
permits, no recognized property interest and no due process violation].)
As explained in more detail above, staff suggests that the appellant’s interest in preserving
privacy and a view do not constitute recognized property interests and therefore Procedural Due
Process does not apply. 6
Assuming for the sake of argument that Constitutional Procedural Due Process is required here,
it has been satisfied. Similarly, State laws regarding adequate notice and a fair hearing are also
satisfied.
Procedural Due Process broadly requires adequate notice that is reasonably calculated to give
any interested party an opportunity to be heard in a fair hearing before unbiased decision-makers.
(Dusenbery v. U.S. (2002) 534 U.S. 161, 170; Gai v. City of Selma (1998) 68 Cal.App.4th 213,
219.) This requirements has been met.
First, City staff complied with the 300-foot noticing rules per the City’s Code, and the appellant
has actual notice of the hearing.
6

Typically, cases involving a protected property interest are from the property owners themselves and concern their
desire to develop their own property - such as a permit, or a vested subdivision map. In rare cases a court will find
that a neighbor has a protected property interests if the neighboring construction rises to a significant level. For
example, in Horn v. County of Ventura (1979) 24 Cal.3d 605, 615, the court found a Procedural Due Process
violation when no notice was given for a subdivision approval that “substantially affected” a neighbor because the
development would significantly impair access to his home. Moreover, in Horn the court held that notice should
have been given. Here, notice was given and a fair, public hearing is scheduled.
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Second, the Procedural Due Process right does not require scheduling a hearing that is
convenient for all parties. Rather, “procedural due process in an administrative setting requires
notice of the proposed action; the reasons therefore; a copy of the charges and materials on
which the action is based; and the right to respond to the authority….” (Gai, 68 Cal.App.4th at
219 [internal quotations omitted].) Staff notes that the appellant’s attorney’s extensive written
arguments and supporting documentation have already been submitted to the Council in writing
for its consideration. Additionally, the appellants themselves (or any other representative) may
attend the meeting to present additional oral testimony in light of their attorney’s scheduling
conflict.
To reiterate, although staff finds that there is no Procedural Due Process Violation, and that all
State and Municipal laws are satisfied – the City Council may grant a continuance if it chooses to
do so.
Conclusion
Staff recommends that the City Council adopt a resolution denying the appeal and that it approve
Design Review and a Conditional Use Permit for the property located at 121 Belvedere Avenue.
Recommendation
1.

That Mayor McCaskill preside over the Public Hearing.

2.

That the City Council adopt a resolution denying the appeal and upholding the decision
of the Planning Commission, and approving Design Review and a Conditional Use
Permit for the property located at 121 Belvedere Avenue.

Attachments
1.
2.

3.
4.

Draft City Council resolution denying the appeal and granting project approval.
Appeal of Planning Commission action and letter of appeal filed by Attorney Christopher
Johns on behalf of INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent Anthony Piazza (125 Belvedere
Avenue) on January 23, 2019, supplemental appeal information from Attorney
Christopher Johns on behalf of INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent Anthony Piazza (125
Belvedere Avenue) submitted February 4, 2019, and communication received February 5,
2019.
Draft minutes of January 15, 2019, Planning Commission meeting.
Planning Commission Resolution No. 2019-001 granting Design Review and Planning
Commission Resolution No. 2019-003 granting a Conditional Use Permit for the property
located at 121 Belvedere Avenue approved January 15, 2019.

ATTACHMENT 1
Draft Resolution

ATTACHMENT 1
TO CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT

DRAFT CITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION DENYING THE
APPEAL AND GRANTING PROJECT APPROVAL.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2019A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE
DENYING AN APPEAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION DESIGN REVIEW
APPROVAL AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT, AND GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW
APPROVAL AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR WATERFRONT
IMPROVEMENTS FOR 121 BELVEDERE AVENUE
______________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS, the applicant submitted proper applications for Design Review and Conditional
Use Permit for waterside improvements and a new deck, hillavator and stairs on the property
located at 121 Belvedere Avenue; and
WHEREAS, on January 15, 2019, the Planning Commission adopted an Initial Study and
Mitigated Negative Declaration pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
which determined that project scope, as mitigated, would have a less than significant impact on
the environment; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held properly noticed hearings on October 16, 2018, and
January 15, 2019; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission found, based upon the findings set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto and incorporated herein, that, with the conditions listed below, the proposed
project is in substantial conformance with the Design Review criteria specified in sections
20.04.005, and 20.04.110 to 20.04.210 of the Belvedere Municipal Code; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission also granted a Conditional Use Permit to allow private
recreational use of a Marin County owned water parcel Zoned R-Recreation located adjacent to
121 Belvedere Avenue based upon the findings set forth in Exhibit B, attached hereto and
incorporated herein; and
WHEREAS, on January 23, 2019, the City Clerk received a timely letter of appeal from attorney
Christopher Johns representing INJ LLC and its Managing Agent Anthony Piazza, the property
owner of 125 Belvedere Avenue, challenging the Planning Commission’s approval of proposed
project for the property located at 121 Belvedere Avenue (the “Appeal”); and
WHEREAS, on February 11, 2019, the City Council considered the appeal and the project,
including the review of the entire record, staff report, and testimony presented at the hearing; and
WHEREAS, based on the entire record including documents submitted by appellant, property
owners, and members of the public, the staff report, and testimony presented at the hearing, the
City Council: 1) denies the appeal and upholds the Planning Commission Design Review and
Conditional Use Permit for the Project; and 2) approves Design Review and Conditional Use
Permit for the Project, determining that the Project is in conformance with the specified Sections
of the Belvedere Municipal Code as described herein.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Belvedere as
follows:
1.

Based upon the findings set forth in Exhibits A and B, the findings articulated in the
accompanying staff report incorporated herein by reference, and the findings stated
during the City Council hearing, the City Council of the City of Belvedere does hereby
grant approval for Design Review and a Conditional Use Permit for waterside
improvements and a new deck, hillavator and stairs located at 121 Belvedere Avenue, as
indicated in Exhibits A and B.

PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Belvedere on
___________, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
APPROVED:___________________________
Robert McCaskill, Mayor
ATTEST:_______________________________
Alison Foulis, City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
Design Review
Design Review Conditions of Approval:
a) The property owner shall hold the City of Belvedere and its officers harmless in the event of
any legal action related to or arising from the granting of this Design Review approval, shall
cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action with counsel determined by the City
in its discretion, and shall indemnify the City for any award of damages and/or attorneys’
fees and associated costs that may result. This approval is conditioned upon the accuracy of
all facts stated in the application and supporting documents.
b) Construction shall conform to the drawings prepared by W.B. Clausen Engineers and
Imprints Landscape Architecture, stamped received by the City of Belvedere on December
20, 2018. The plans shall be amended so that the size of the pier head is reduced as much as
practical and the kayak lift shall be amended to accommodate a maximum of two kayaks
stacked vertically. The final pier head and kayak lift designs shall be approved by the
Director of Planning and Building and the Planning Commission Chair.
c) Construction shall be limited to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except in special circumstances after obtaining written permission from the City Manager
d) The general contractor shall submit a proposal to the City Manager, for review and approval,
addressing the schedule for construction and parking locations for construction vehicles.
Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall update the Construction
Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Building Official.
e) In the event Tribal Cultural Resources are discovered during any construction activities,
Project personnel shall halt all activities in the immediate area and consult with a qualified
archaeologist to determine the appropriate course of action.
f) Design Review approvals expire twelve (12) months from the date of approval.
g) Plans submitted for Building Permit shall comply with the requirements of Public
Works/Engineering and shall include but not be limited to the following:
 An Encroachment Permit is required from the contractor for temporary and
permanent improvements, work activities, and staging or storage of equipment and
materials within the public right of way, subject to approval of the Public Works
Manager.
 The project will be subject to the City of Belvedere Regulations for Road Closure
Applicants, see the following link:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/documentcenter/view/68
 An updated Revocable License will be required for private improvements within the
public right-of-way and easements.
 The project will require a video recording of the condition of the haul route
pavement. The applicant will be responsible for any damage to the roadway or other
improvements along the haul route caused by the removal or delivery of materials by
truck. A deposit will be required should the roadway not be repaired to the
satisfaction of the City. The deposit amount (estimated range from $10,000 to
$30,000) will be determined at the time of the Building Permit review.
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A Geotechnical Investigation or geotechnical review letter is required. The
geotechnical investigation/letter should address site preparation, foundation, grading
and drainage recommendations. The Geotechnical Engineer of record shall also
provide a letter indicating their review the proposed Grading & Drainage Plans for
conformance with their recommendation prior to Building Permit issuance.
 The project requires a Site Plan showing the property line locations (referencing the
survey source and mapping information), any existing easements, setbacks,
encroachments etc.
 The project will require a detailed Grading & Drainage Plan showing cut and fill
earth volumes. Said plans shall incorporate, as appropriate, the MCSTOPPP
Guidance for Applicants: Stormwater Quality Manual for Development Project in
Marin County. This can be found at the following website:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/divisions/mcstoppp/development/~/media/File
s/Departments/PW/mcstoppp/GuidanceforApplicantsv_2508.pdf.
 The project will include soil disturbance during construction and applicants therefore
must submit an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) for approval by the
City prior to the issuance of a Building Permit. Please also submit the Erosion and
Sediment Control tracking documentation (See the following link) for the Marin
County Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (MCSTPPP) Construction
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Applicant Package, revised November 2015:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/divisions/mcstoppp/development/~/media/File
s/Departments/PW/mcstoppp/GuidanceforApplicantsv_2508.pdf.
 Prior to issuance of a building permit and where required by City of Belvedere
municipal code Section 8.36.090 D., permanent stormwater controls for new and
redevelopment projects, the applicant shall develop, submit and implement an
approved Stormwater Control Plan (SCP) that follows the appropriate template in
the most recent version of the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA) Post Construction Manual. All water treatment or storm
water control feature shall be clearly identified on the plan.
 The project will require a Utility Plan (if not shown on the Site Plan) showing the
existing site utilities and their current alignment and locations, along with any
proposed new locations, alignments or connections for sewer, water, irrigation, gas,
electric, telephone, cable TV, etc.
 The project will require a Landscape Plan and Irrigation Plan subject to review and
approval by Marin Municipal Water District.
h) Construction shall be completed within the Construction Time Limit established for this
project.
i) Prior to issuance of building permit a dock lease with the County of Marin shall be recorded
at the County of Marin’s Office for the waterside improvements. Proof/documentation of
said dock lease approval shall be provided to Planning prior to issuance of building permit.
j) The project requires the submittal and approval of the permitting agencies’ (Army Corps,
Water Quality Control, BCDC) conditions of approval and the proposed implementation
plan(s). Prior to issuance of building permit proof/documentation from the required outside
agencies shall be provided to the City of Belvedere building department.
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k) Mitigation Measures identified in the adopted Initial Study prepared for this project are
hereby incorporated into conditions of project approval, as set forth in Exhibit B - Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for 121 Belvedere Avenue, attached hereto and
incorporated herein.
l) These Conditions of Approval and all Mitigation Measures shall be printed on the Building
Permit Construction Plan set of drawings.

Design Review Findings:
The Design Review findings, specified in the Belvedere Municipal Code, Title 20, state that all
new structures and additions should be designed to avoid excessively large dwellings which are
out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the neighborhood. All buildings
should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the neighborhood and should not attract
attention to themselves. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one
material on a single plane should be avoided. Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to
add architectural variety, to break up building planes, and to avoid monotony. Landscaping
should soften and screen structures and maintain privacy. As conditioned, the required findings
for Design Review are made as follows:
Preservation of existing site conditions. To preserve the landscape in its natural state, the
removal of trees, vegetation, rock, and soil should be kept to a minimum. Projects should
be designed to minimize cut and fill areas, and grade changes should be minimized and
kept in harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring landscape.
The majority of the existing use and site conditions are preserved, landscaping is largely
maintained, and removal of trees vegetation, rock, and soil are minimal. There are no cut and fill
areas. Landscaping consisting of heavy brush will be removed to accommodate the hillavator.
No portion of the existing residence will be modified or removed as a result of this project. The
proposed improvements are in harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring
landscape. In addition, piers, docks and lifts are common features of shoreline homes in the
project’s immediate vicinity.
Relationship between structures and the site. There should be a balanced and harmonious
relationship among the structures on the site, between the structures and the site itself, and
between the structures and those on adjoining properties. All new buildings or additions
constructed on sloping land should be designed to relate to the natural landforms and step
with the slope in order to minimize the building mass and bulk and to integrate the
structure with the site.
The project presents a balanced and harmonious relationship between the site, other structures,
and adjoining properties. The work associated with this project relates to waterside
improvements constructed in Richardson Bay and are designed to minimize bulk and mass. No
changes or additions to the existing home or are proposed as part of this project. The proposed
pier, dock, boat lifts, deck, hillavator and stairs will be used for private recreational use and
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private uses are allowed by the Belvedere Municipal Code. Marine structures such as those that
are proposed are typical of waterside development along Belvedere Avenue. The size and
configuration of the pier, and boat and kayak lift, are designed to minimize bulk and mass and
maintain a consistent appearance with similar improvements in the neighborhood. The
replacement of the existing deck and the hillavator and stairway are designed to be harmonious
with the site, and minimize bulk and mass.
A. All new structures and additions should be designed to avoid monumental or excessively
large dwellings that are out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the
neighborhood. All buildings should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the
neighborhood and not designed to draw attention to themselves.
The proposed deck, stairs and hillavator are designed to be in character with the dwellings in the
neighborhood, and are also designed to fit in with the setting. The new deck will replace an
existing deck, the hillavator is designed to relate to and fit in with others in the neighborhood and
the stairs are not excessively large. The work associated with this project that relates to
waterside improvements are similar to improvements in the neighborhood. No changes or
additions to the existing home or landscaping are proposed as part of this project. All proposed
marine structures are compatible with the existing character of the site and the surrounding
neighborhood. The proposed improvements would not appear excessively large, and would
remain compatible with the size and scale of land and marine structures on other properties in the
neighborhood.
B. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material on a
single plane should be avoided, and large single plane retaining walls should be avoided.
Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add architectural variety, to break up
building planes, and to avoid monotony.
No changes or additions to the existing home, and no retaining walls or landscaping are proposed
as part of this project. The proposed improvements are intended to blend in, keep a low profile
and minimize the visual impacts to neighbors.
Materials and colors used. Building designs should incorporate materials and colors that
minimize the structures visual impacts, that blends with the existing landforms and
vegetative cover, that relate to and fit in with structures in the neighborhood, and that do
not attract attention to the structures themselves. Soft and muted colors in the earthtone
and woodtone ranges are preferred and generally should predominate. Trim and window
colors should be compatible with and complementary to the other building colors.
The project is designed and incorporates materials to minimize visual impact and blend with
similar improvements in the neighborhood. Natural colors and materials predominate. As
conditioned and as described in project plans, the project utilizes materials that conform to
regulations in effect to protect biological resources (i.e. no creosote-treated wood). These
materials are compatible with the surrounding structures, and relate to and fit in with the
neighborhood. The proposed deck and stairs are wood with cable railing which are soft and
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muted and earthtone. The proposed hillavator is glass with brown trim which will also blend into
the site as well.
Fences and screening.
A. Fences and physical screening should be located so as to be compatible with the design
of the site and structures as a whole, should conceal and screen garbage areas, mechanical
equipment, and structural elements from public view, should preserve privacy between
adjoining dwellings, where practical, and should not significantly block views.
Not applicable. No fences are proposed and no screening is recommended or deemed necessary
to comply with applicable standards.
B. Fences should be designed and located so that they are architecturally compatible with the
design of the building, are aesthetically attractive, and do not significantly block views. Wire
or chain link fences are discouraged, except as temporary barriers on construction sites.
Not applicable. No fences are proposed.
Privacy. Building placement, and window size and placement should be selected to give
consideration to the privacy of adjacent buildings.
Not applicable. The project does not propose any buildings with windows, or modifications to
size or placement of existing windows.
Drives, parking and circulation. Walkways, driveways, curb cuts and off-street parking
should be planned and designed so as to minimize interference with smooth traffic flow, to
encourage separation of pedestrian from vehicular traffic, and to be as safe and convenient
as is practical. They should not be out of relationship with the design of the proposed
buildings and structures on the site, and should not intrude on the privacy of, or conflict
with the appearance or use of neighboring properties.
Not applicable. No changes to parking, drives or circulation are proposed.
Exterior lighting, skylights, and reflectivity. Exterior lighting should not create glare,
hazard, or annoyance to neighboring property owners or to passersby. Lighting should be
shielded and directed downward, with location of lights coordinated with the approved
landscape plan. Skylights should not have white or light opaque exterior lenses.
Not applicable. No exterior lighting or skylights are proposed as part of this application.
Consideration of nonconformities. The proposed work shall be viewed in relationship to
any nonconformities, as defined in Title 19, and where it is determined to be feasible and
reasonable, consideration should be given to conditioning the approval upon the mitigation
or elimination of such nonconformities.
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There are no changes proposed to the existing house, therefore it is not feasible or reasonable to
condition the project with the mitigation or elimination with any nonconformities that exist with
the house.
Landscape plans -- Purpose.
A. Landscape plans should be compatible with the character of the site and surrounding
developed properties. Native or natural appearing vegetation, with generally rounded,
natural forms, should be placed to appear as loose, informal clusters. B. Landscape plans
shall include appropriate planting to soften or screen the appearance of structures as seen
from off-site locations and shall include appropriate screening for architectural elements,
such as building foundations, deck supports, and retaining walls, that cannot be mitigated
through architectural design. C. Landscape plans should provide privacy between
properties. Choice of landscape materials should take into consideration the future impact
which new planting may have in significantly obstructing views from nearby dwellings.
Landscape Plans – Materials. A. Plant materials native to northern California and Marin
County, and those that are drought-tolerant are encouraged. Evergreen species are
encouraged for use in screen planting situations. Because of high water usage, turf areas
should be minimized and narrow turn areas, such as in parking strips, should be avoided.
B. Landscape plans should include a mix of fast and slow growing plant materials. Fast
growing trees that have a short life span should be used only when planted with others
which reach maturity at a later age. C. Landscape plans should include water conserving
irrigation systems. Plant materials should be selected so that once established, much of the
major site landscaping would survive solely on rainfall. Plant materials native to northern
California and Marin County, and those that are drought tolerant, are encouraged.
Because of high water usage, turf areas should be minimized and narrow turf areas, such
as in parking strips, should be avoided.
There is heavy brush such as scotch broom in the area that the hillavator is proposed. The brush
will be removed to make space for the hillavator tracks. The remainder of the established
landscaping will remain.
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EXHIBIT B
Conditional Use Permit
Conditional Use Permit Conditions of Approval:
a) The property owner shall hold the City of Belvedere and its officers and employees, harmless
in the event of any legal action related to or arising from, in any way, the granting of this
Design Review approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action with
counsel directed by the City in its discretion, and shall indemnify the City for any and all
costs and award of damages and/or attorneys’ fees and associated costs that may result.
b) Plans submitted to the Building Department for permit issuance shall be consistent with the
approved Planning Commission plans.
c) Prior to issuance of a building permit for pier improvements or installation of boat lifts and
any features approved herein, the applicant shall submit documents necessary demonstrating
a dock lease with the County of Marin.
d) Construction and installation shall conform to drawings prepared by Clausen Engineering,
stamped received by the City of Belvedere on December 20, 2018.
e) The pier, dock, platform lift and boat lift shall be used for recreational purposes only, such as
for boating, fishing, sunbathing, swimming and related activities to enjoy the water and view.
No object or structure on the pier shall extend more than thirty inches above the pier
walkway. The pier shall not be used for storage of derelict boats, general storage, major boat
repair or construction or any commercial use. No petroleum product or chemical toxicant
shall be stored on pier, gangway or float, or in a dock box or locker thereon.
f) The pier, dock, platform lift and boat lift shall be maintained in a safe condition and in a state
of good repair and finish at all times.
g) Failure to comply with any of the conditions contained herein shall be grounds for revocation
of the Conditional Use Permit.

Conditional Use Permit Findings:
The City Council finds the proposed project, as conditioned, is in conformance with the Use
Permit findings required by Section 19.80.030 of the Belvedere Municipal Code, because the
requested use will not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience and
general welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood of the proposed project,
and it will not be injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood
of such proposed use, or to the general welfare of the City.
The project includes water-related improvements including a pier, and boat and kayak lift. These
improvements are not detrimental to persons in the neighborhood, nor injurious or detrimental to
property and improvements in the neighborhood or the general welfare of the City because they
are consistent with other improvements in the neighborhood and also conform to the uses
allowed in the Recreational Zone, where the project is located. The location of the pier, and
configuration of the boat and kayak lift have been designed to minimize any view and privacy
impacts to the neighborhood and the public.
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Also, the proposed private recreational use of boating facilities is consistent with the ongoing
activities and use of the shoreline along shoreline of Richardson Bay, which includes the use of
piers, gangways, floating docks and boat lifts for private recreational use. The proposed use is for
private recreation only, and does not propose the construction of a new dwelling unit or habitable
space of any kind.
The proposed boating facilities have been designed by a registered professional engineer
following the current standards of engineering practice, and have been designed to withstand and
account for potential inundation, as well as storm waves and other water action.
The proposed boating facilities are similar in size to other facilities in the vicinity, and its
proposed use and location would not diminish or limit existing public access to the shoreline
along Richardson Bay, or interfere with marine navigation. Furthermore, the proposed boating
facilities would maintain an adequate distance from other private piers and floating docks along
the shoreline of Richardson Bay.

ATTACHMENT 2
APPEAL

ATTACHMENT 2
TO CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT
APPEAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION AND LETTER
OF APPEAL FILED BY ATTORNEY CHRISTOPHER JOHNS
ON BEHALF OF INJ, LLC AND ITS MANAGING AGENT
ANTHONY PIAZZA (125 BELVEDERE AVENUE) ON
JANUARY 23, 2019, SUPPLEMENTAL APPEAL
INFORMATION FROM ATTORNEY CHRISTOPHER JOHNS
ON BEHALF OF INJ, LLC AND ITS MANAGING AGENT
ANTHONY PIAZZA (125 BELVEDERE AVENUE)
SUBMITTED FEBRUARY 4, 2019, AND COMMUNICATION
RECEIVED FEBRUARY 5, 2019.

RECEIVED

JAN 23 2019

APPEAL OF
Cjty of Belvedere
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
CITY OF BELVEDERE• CITY COUNCIL
450 SAN RAFAEL A VE • BELVEDERE, CA 94920-2336
PH. 415-435-3838 • FAX 415-435-0430 • WWW.CITYOFBELVEDERE.ORG

Appeals must be checked for sufficiency by the Office of the City Attorney before they are accepted by Staff.

Date:

I / 23/19

Rec'd. by:

ACT

Amount:

$6 2 3 · 00

Receipt No.:

_!Y-1
. . . .·__.··___

Appeals of actions taken by the Planning Commission are governed by Section 20.04.070 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code and must conform to the provisions thereof:
The applicant or any interested person may file an appeal with the City Council from any
denial, approval or conditional approval of any application by the Planning Commission pursuant
to this Chapter. Said appeal shall be in writing and shall be filed with the City Clerk not later than
the tenth calendar day after the Planning Commission's action. Appeals shall set forth the alleged
inconsistency or nonconformity with procedures or criteria set forth in this Chapter, and shall be
accompanied by a filing fee as is hereafter fixed from time to time by City Council resolution.
The City Clerk shall, not less than ten calendar days prior to the date set for the Council hearing
on the appeal, give written notice to the appellant or his representative, and to the property owner,
of the date, time and place of the hearing. The Council may affirm, reverse or modify the decision
of the Planning Commission, at all times being guided by the criteria set forth in this Chapter.
The Building Official, Planning Consultant, and Planning Commission shall each be advised of
the Council decision.

The appeal fee is currently set at $523.00 and is nonrefundable.
To protect the rights of all parties, the appeal will normally be scheduled for hearing at the next
available City Council meeting occurring not less than two weeks after the appeal is filed, providing that
the necessary noticing requirements can be met. Any request for delay or continuance of the hearing is
subject to approval by the property owner and the City Council.

Appellant is: IX! Property owner
Name of Appellant:
Mailing
Address:

D Other interested party 12 5 Belvedere .Avenue, Belvedere

INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza

Send info to Appellants'
representative below.

Daytime p h o n e : - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fax:-------------~-Email: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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...
Christopher Johns, Johns & Allyn, APC
1010 B Street, Suite 250
Daytime phone: (415) 459-5223
San Rafael, CA 94901
Fax:
(415) 453-2555
Email:
cjohns@johnsandallyn.com

Appellant's representative (Optional):
Mailing
Address:

I

I

BASIS OF APPEAL

January 15, 2019
Agenda Item No.: _....;;;6____
Addressofproperty:
121 Belvedere Avenue, Belvedere, CA 94920
Action you are appealing: I. City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001,
granting Design Review approval to allow waterside improvements; and
II. City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-003, granting conditional
use permit for private recreational use of water parcel.
Date of Planning Commission action:

State the inconsistency or nonconformity you are alleging with procedures or criteria set forth in
Chapter 20, Architectural & Environmental Design Review, and/or Chapter 19, Zoning, of the Belvedere
Municipal Code (you may attach additional pages and/or exhibits in support of your appeal):

See attached.

I, the undersigned, hereby make appeal of the Planning Commission action cited, and I hereby certify
that the facts, statements and information presented herein and in the attached exhibit(s) are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
I understand the con

Signature: ---4:--:::>'lf..LMl4~~~=.,...a:;~~=-_:_.::...._ _ __
Name:
Da~:

Christopher
Counsel for Appel
January 23, 2019

Managing Agent,
Anthony Piazza
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ATTACHMENT TO APPEAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
/? J 20
BY APPELLANT INJ, LLC AND ITS MANAGING AGENT, ANTHONY PIAZZAC'1(v Of
lg
(Basis of Appeal)
Se/ve
Clere
Appellant, INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, are the owner/resident of
the property known as 125 Belvedere Avenue, Belvedere, California 94920 ("125 Belvedere
Avenue"). Of note, 125 Belvedere Avenue is the adjacent property to 121 Belvedere Avenue,
Belvedere, California 94920 ("121 Belvedere Avenue"). Appellant !NJ/Piazza hereby appeal
the following two Resolutions by the City of Belvedere Planning Commission, to wit:
I.

CITY OF BELVEDERE RESOLUTION NO. 2019-001, A RESOLUTION OF
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE
GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW APPROVAL TO ALLOW WATERSIDE
IMPROVEMENTS AND NEW DECK, STAIRS AND HILLAVATOR AT 121
BELVEDERE AVENUE; AND

II.

CITY OF BELVEDERE RESOLUTION NO. 2019-003, A RESOLUTION OF
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE
GRANTING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW A PRIVATE
RECREATIONAL USE OF MARIN COUNTY-OWNED WATER PARCEL
ZONED R-RECREATION LOCATED ADJACENT TO 121 BELVEDERE
AVENUE.

The Appeal of these two Resolutions implicates view and privacy rights as to 125
Belvedere Avenue, as well as the issue of diminution in property value, relative to 125
Belvedere, as the adjoining property to 121 Belvedere Avenue. Further, this Appeal involves
due process rights under both the state and federal Constitutions. (See Article I, Sections 1 and 7
of the California Constitution and the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution.)
As to the Appeal of City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001, regarding the granting
of Design Review approval to allow "Waterside Improvements" at the 121 Belvedere Avenue
property, the problem with the procedures and/or criteria set forth in Chapter 20, Architectural
and Environmental Design Review, stems from the fact that there are, as the City of Belvedere
Planning Commission Staff Report, dated 1/8/19, Agenda Item No. 6, for Meeting Date 1/15/19
("Staff Report") confirms, "no specific design regulations or objective standards to apply to
maritime improvements proposed in Richardson Bay." (See Staff Report at pg. 5 which
explicitly notes that there are "no specific design regulations," as well as "objective standards" to
apply to maritime improvements, such as the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposed "Waterfront
Improvements" [aka "Waterside Improvements"], i.e., the pier walkway, pierhead, platform lift,
and boat lift (i.e., pier, boatlift and platform lift). 1
1

In the record before the Planning Commission, the terms Waterside Improvements and Waterfront
Improvements are used interchangeably. The City of Belvedere Resolution specifically references
"Waterside Improvements." The 121 Belvedere Avenue Deck, Stair, and Boat Pier, Belvedere, CA
94960 [94920] submitted by W.B. Clausen Structural Engineers, at Tl.0 references "Waterfront
Improvements." Hence, the terms in the record are used interchangeably.
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The Staff Report makes this point at pgs. 4 and 5, as follows:
[T]he City has seen few applications for improvements related to maritime
activities such as docks, boat lifts, and floats outside of the West Shore Road
Neighborhood, and since no master plan was ever adopted for all shoreline
properties in Belvedere, there are no specific design regulations or objective
standards to apply to maritime improvements proposed in Richardson Bay.
(See Staff Report at pgs. 4 and 5.)
This presents a due process issue, as Appellant !NJ/Piazza as the owner/resident of 125
Belvedere A venue are entitled to due process of law with regard to any action taken by the City
of Belvedere that will impact their views, privacy and/or diminution of their property value.
Here, staff acknowledges there are no "specific design regulations" nor are there any "objective
standards" relative to maritime improvements in the area of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property.
Hence, this constitutes a due process violation of the rights of Appellant !NJ/Piazza. As a
property owner/resident of Belvedere, Appellant is entitled to have proper design regulations and
objective standards from which the Planning Commission can measure and gauge their
decisions. Here, there are none.
Of note, the Staff sought to address the lack of specific design regulations and objective
standards later in its report at pg. 7, seeking to obviate the need for such regulations and
objective standards by referencing the Design Review criteria and standards set forth in BMC
Sections 20.04.005 and 20.04.110-20.04.210, which Staff noted were addressed in the attached
Resolution.
Specifically, Staff stated, as follows:
As rioted above, since no master plan was ever adopted for shoreline properties in
Belvedere, there are no specific design regulations or objective standards to apply
to maritime improvements proposed in Richardson Bay. However, construction
of a pier, dock, lifts, deck, stairs and hillavator are subject to the Design Review
criteria and standards set forth in BMC Sections 20.04.005 and 20.04.110 through
20.04.210, addressed in the attached Resolution. Although most of the Design
Review findings are intended for buildings and/or landscaping, Staff believes that
the proposed project conforms to the spirit and intent of the criteria set forth in
Title 20.
(See Staff Report at pg. 7, under the heading, "Title 20-Architectural and Environmental
Design Review.")
While the Staff Report makes reference to "new waterfront structures or additions to
existing waterfront structures outside of the R-1 W zone," and further notes, Staff and Planning
Commission utilize their discretion as to whether "the proposed adequately protects views and is
consistent with the uses of surrounding properties" (see Staff Report at pg. 4), this is a vague
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reference to West Shore, but there is no specific reference or discussion of Chapter 20.06,
entitled, "Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related
Structures on West Shore Road." (See Belvedere Municipal Code ("BMC"), Sections 20.06.01 20.06.060.)
Without the benefit of discussion relative to the standards for installation of the maritime
improvements related to the 121 Belvedere "Waterfront Improvements," the Planning
Commission then relied specifically upon the provisions of Chapter 20.06 as a basis to grant the
application for the "Waterfront Improvements'', relative to the 121 Belvedere Avenue property.
That is, the City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001, entitled, "A Resolution of the Planning
Commission of the City of Belvedere Granting Design Review Approval to Allow Waterside
Improvements and New Deck, Stairs and Hillavator at 121 Belvedere Avenue," expressly relies
in the fourth Whereas paragraph on the determination that "the proposed project is in substantial
conformance with the Design Review criteria specified in Sections ... 20.06 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code."
However, Chapter 20.06 of the BMC is entitled, "Standards for Installation of Buoys,
Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related Structures on West Shore Road." Moreover, as
noted, this specific chapter is not cited, nor is it discussed in detail in the Staff Report. Further,
the 121 Belvedere Avenue "Waterfront Improvements" conflicts with and deviates from the
standards for installation of buoys, piers, gangways, floats, hoists and related structures on West
Shore Road, as reflected in the BMC, relative to Chapter 20.06.
For example, Section 20.06.060, entitled, "Hoists," subsections (A) and (B), provides for
a motorized boat hoist and specifies that the "lifting capacity" of said hoist or hoists "shall not
exceed 6,000 pounds." Here, W.B. Clausen Structural Engineers, Inc.'s plans, dated December
17, 2018, received by the City of Belvedere on December 20, 2018, provides in the "Waterfront
Improvements" for a 10,000 pound boatlift, as identified in the "Proposed Site Plan" at ALO,
which specifically states, as follows: "Pre-engineered 10,000# alum. boat lift by Golden
Manufacturing."
Here, the proposed boat lift which has been adopted and incorporated by reference,
pursuant to Resolution No. 2019-001 conflicts with the 6,000 pound capacity limit for hoists, as
reflected in BMC Section 20.06.060, subdivision (B). By the same token, Chapter 20.06
provides for the installation of buoys, piers, gangways, floats and hoists, and specifically
identifies them in Sections 20.06.030, 20.06.040, and 20.06,050. A pier is defined in Section
20.06.030(B) to mean "a stable platform supported by pilings which is separate from the house
deck" and float is defined to mean "a floating platform built on flotation devices, designed to rise
and fall with the tide," as reflected in subsection (A) as to 20.06.030. Finally, gangway is
defined as "a ramp from a deck or pier to a float," as reflected in subsection (C) as to 20.60.030.
However, a review of the 121 Belvedere "Waterfront Improvements" reflects that the
surface areas depicted will be a pier walkway, pierhead, platform lift and boat lift. (See 121
Belvedere Avenue, Belvedere, California Waterfront Improvements, pg. Tl.O.)
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The problem here is that Chapter 20.06 of the BMC does not provide for a pierhead in
this regard. There is no discussion of these deviations in the Staff Report, nor in City of
Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001. Thus, we have a Resolution by the City of Belvedere
Planning Commission approving the "Waterfront Improvements" (i.e., "Waterside
Improvements," see fn. 1, pg. 1) as to the 121 Belvedere Avenue project, but there is no
discussion relative to Chapter 20.06 in the Staff Report and clear deviations from Chapter 20.06
of the BMC, while the Planning Commission relies on Chapter 20.06 as a basis to support,
approve and grant the "Waterside Improvements" for the 121 Belvedere Avenue project.
At the Planning Commission hearing of January 15, 2019, Appellant !NJ/Piazza, through
their counsel, Christopher Johns, raised the issues concerning the impact of the "Waterfront
Improvements" proposed by the 121 Belvedere Avenue project, relative to view, privacy and
diminution in value. These issues were reiterated by Commissioner Larry Stoehr who voted No,
i.e., "Noes," as to Resolution No. 2019-001, having expressed his concern that the "Waterfront
Improvements" proposed as to the 121 Belvedere Avenue property would impact the views and
privacy of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property owner, as well as the potential diminution in
value.

If the Planning Commission is to rely on the "Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers,
Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related Structures on West Shore Road," as reflected in Chapter
20.06, then it must consider the determination expressed by the City Council, as reflected in the
findings adopted by the City Council, set forth in Chapter 20.06.010, entitled, "Findings," which
expressly addresses the issues of view, privacy and diminution in value, pertinent to the
construction of "Waterfront Improvements," as reflected in pertinent part, as follows:
The City Council has held extensive public hearings regarding the imposition of
standard regulations for the design, use and maintenance of new piers, gangways,
floats, hoists and buoys to be installed adjacent to waterfront properties in the
R-1 W zone (West Shore Road). The City Council finds that such regulations are
necessary. The purposes of these regulations are:
(1)
To ensure that waterfront property owners on West Shore
Road have reasonable access to the offshore area through the use of buoys, piers
and related structures;
(2)
To minimize hazards and clutter created by such structures;
and
(3)
To minimize their interference with the views and privacy
of neighboring property owners. Specifically, the City Council finds as follows:
A.
The waterfront properties along West Shore Road enjoy
spectacular views of San Francisco and Richardson Bays, along with varying
views of Mount Tamalpais, Sausalito and the San Francisco skyline.
B.
Substantial oral and written testimony by residents of West Shore
Road indicates that these views are one of the most valued attributes of their
properties, and contribute substantially to the values of these properties.
C.
Substantial oral and written testimony by West Shore Road
residents also demonstrates that the installation of piers at a height exceeding ten
feet above mean lower low water (MLLW) at the pier walkway is likely to
substantially obstruct these extraordinary views. Based upon this evidence, the
City Council finds that in order to mitigate the adverse impact of new piers on
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existing scenic vistas, new pier structures built in the R-lW zone should not be
permitted to be built to a height exceeding ten feet above MLL W. . ..
The proverbial saying that "sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander" applies here. If
the Planning Commission is going to utilize the provisions of Chapter 20.06 to approve the
"Waterside Improvements" as to the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposal, it stands to reason that
they must consider the City Council's prior findings, relative to the impact on the adjoining
neighbor at 125 Belvedere Avenue, relative to views, privacy and diminution in value, which are
expressly found by the City Council to be important and imperative considerations, relative to
maritime improvements as to the waterfront property owners on West Shore Road.
Further, it stands to reason that the same findings apply to maritime improvements at
other locations in Belvedere. The due process problem here is, as the staff report makes clear,
there is "no master plan" relative to "all shoreline properties in Belvedere" and, hence, "there are
no specific design regulations or objective standards to apply to maritime improvements
proposed in Richardson Bay." (See Staff Report, pgs. 4-5.)
It follows that there is a due process violation under both the state and federal
Constitutions, relative to the actions of the Planning Commission, which adopted the "Waterside
Improvements" proposed by the 121 Belvedere Avenue project, which impact the views, privacy
and diminution in value as to the 125 Belvedere Avenue property. That is, the Planning
Commission adopted the "Waterfront Improvements" proposed by the 121 Belvedere Avenue
project, without having standards to safeguard views, privacy and diminution in value as to the
125 Belvedere Avenue property, while Chapter 20.06 clearly demonstrates there are such
regulations and standards for the property owners on West Shore, as reflected in Chapter 20.06.

Moreover, the Planning Commission cannot arbitrarily apply one portion of Chapter
20.06, which they utilized to justify approval of the "Waterside Improvements," as to the 121
Belvedere Avenue property, over the objections of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property owner.
That is, the Planning Commission must consider the entirety of Chapter 20.06, otherwise, said
objections will not be factored in the findings adopted by the Commission. Here, application of
the entirety of Chapter 20. 06 of the BMC militates against approval of the 121 Belvedere
Avenue proposal as to "Waterfront Improvements," relative to views, privacy and diminution in
value.
Thus, Appellant !NJ/Piazza appeal the decision of the Planning Commission approving
the "Waterside Improvements" as to the 121 Belvedere Avenue property, as reflected in City of
Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001, based on state and federal due process grounds and the
deviation from and inconsistency in application of the Design Review criteria reflected in 20.06
of the BMC, as well as the improper application of the Design Review criteria specified in
Sections 20.04.005 and 20.04.110 to 20.04.210 which apply not to maritime improvements, but
to buildings and landscaping and, hence, have no application to the "Waterfront Improvements"
relative to the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposal.
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Of note, Appellant INJ/Piazza provided access to each Commissioner, i.e., Jim Lynch,
Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet and Larry Stoehr to review the impact of the proposed "Waterfront
Improvements" at 121 Belvedere Avenue on the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, as well as the
City of Belvedere Associate Planner, Rebecca Marwick.
Appellant INJ/Piazza proposed an alternative location to resolve this matter and the
instant Appeal, relative to the proposed pier location. A copy of which was made a part of the
record at the January 15, 2019 Planning Commission hearing and is attached as Exhibit A to this
Notice of Appeal. The alternative pier location is designated in the handwritten notation on the
proposed site plan for the 121 Belvedere Avenue "Waterfront Improvements," reflected on pg.
ALO, i.e., Exhibit A.
Appellant INJ/Piazza also appeals the City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-003,
entitled, "A Resolution of the Planning Commission of the City of Belvedere Granting
Conditional Use Permit to Allow a Private Recreational Use of Marin County-Owned Water
Parcel Zoned R-Recreation Located Adjacent to 121 Belvedere Avenue."
The Planning Commission found that the proposed project conformed with the use permit
findings required by Section 19.80.030 of the BMC, specifically, that:
[T]he requested use will not ... be detrimental to the ... general welfare of the
persons residing ... in the neighborhood of such proposed use, and will not be
injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood of
such proposed use, ...
(See fourth Whereas paragraph of Resolution No. 2019-003.)
At the Planning Commission hearing of January 15, 2019, Appellant INJ/Piazza, by their
counsel, asserted that Appellant INJ/Piazza, as the owner/resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue,
would be injured as a consequence of the impact of the 121 Belvedere Avenue "Waterfront
Improvements" proposal with regard to views and privacy, as discussed at the hearing and noted
above. Further, as noted, the proposed "Waterfront Improvements" for the 121 Belvedere
Avenue property implicated diminution in value issues as to the 125 Belvedere Avenue property.
As discussed at length above, the City Council has already indicated, by virtue of Chapter
20.06 that, as to waterfront improvements relative to the West Shore property, that views,
privacy and diminution in value are bonafide concerns, relative to maritime improvements. The
issue here is whether Appellant INJ/Piazza fall within the term "persons residing ... in the
neighborhood" and "property and improvements in the neighborhood" relative to the injurious
and/or detrimental impact of persons and property within the neighborhood
Here, Appellant INJ/Piazza are the owner/resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue and
certainly fall within the broad definition of neighborhood, as they represent the adjoining
property owner, i.e., in the neighborhood. The injurious and detrimental impact on Appellant
INJ/Piazza as the owner/resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue was raised at the hearing on January
15, 2019, relative to views, privacy and diminution in value. This factor needed to be considered
-6-

by the Planning Commission and was by Commissioner Larry Stoehr who noted that Appellant
INJ/Piazza, as the owner/resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue, fell within the definition of
neighborhood and Commissioner Stoehr further determined that there would be a detrimental
impact as to person and property, i.e., Appellant INJ/Piazza, as owner/resident at the 125
Belvedere Avenue property.
However, Commissioner Jim Lynch found to the contrary, noting that "neighborhood" as
defined in Section 19 .80.030 of the BMC, is limited in application to the entire neighborhood,
not just the adjacent property owner at 125 Belvedere Avenue. Whether Appellant !NJ/Piazza as
the owner/resident of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property falls within the definition of
neighborhood involves a question of statutory construction of Section 19.80.030 of the BMC. It
is submitted that the BMC is for the benefit of all Belvedere and that neighborhood includes both
neighbor, singular and collective, contrary to the interpretation placed on neighborhood by
Commissioner Jim Lynch.
Thus, the vote by Commissioner Lynch approving Resolution No. 2019-003 is predicated
on an erroneous interpretation of neighborhood and it is respectfully submitted that Appellant
!NJ/Piazza who is the owner/resident of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property are entitled to the
full benefit of Section 19.80.030 and that to interpret said section to include neighbors in the
plural and not neighbor in the singular with regard to neighborhood, constitutes an erroneous
interpretation of the term "neighborhood," as presented in Section 19.80.030 of the BMC and
further constitutes a deprivation of due process as applied, with regard to the California
Constitution and the Federal Constitution.
This Appeal as to all issues is timely as it is being presented within 10 days of the
Planning Commission hearing of January 15, 2019, which adopted Resolutions 2019-001, as
well as 2019-003, as provided for in Section 20.04.070, entitled, "Appeal of Planning
Commission action," of the BMC. This is also consistent with the Notice provided by the City
of Belvedere, as reflected in the Belvedere Planning Commission Regular Meeting Agenda,
January 15, 2019, 6:30 p.m., Belvedere City Hall, Council Chambers, 450 San Rafael Avenue,
Belvedere, California, at pg. 3, entitled, "Appeals" which expressly provides, as follows:
The Belvedere Municipal Code provides that the applicant or any interested
person may appeal the action of the Planning Commission on any application.
The appeal must be in writing and submitted with a fee of $523.00 not later than
ten (10) calendar days following the date of the Planning Commission action.
Attached as Exhibit Bis a copy of the Belvedere Planning Commission Regular Meeting
Agenda, January 15, 2019, 6:30 p.m., Belvedere City Hall, Council Chambers, 450 San Rafael
Avenue, Belvedere, California, which provides the above-noted notice regarding the 10-day
appeal requirement.
Of note, Section 19.80.040, entitled, "Appeal procedures-Fee-City Council authority,"
suggests that as to an appeal regarding a use permit application by the Planning Commission,
notice must be provided within "seven days after the Planning Commission's determination."
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This provision is ambiguous and conflicts with Section 20.04.070, entitled, "Appeal of Planning
Commission action," of the BMC.
Moreover, Section 19.80.040 is in direct conflict with the express notice provided by the
City of Belvedere, relative to Belvedere Planning Commission Regular Meeting Agenda for
January 15, 2019, which expressly provides at pg. 3 that "any interested person may appeal the
action of the Planning Commission on any application" and expressly references the 121
Belvedere Avenue project as Item 6 and further notes that written notice must be provided "not
later than ten (10) calendar days following the date of the Planning Commission action."
Consequently, the Appeal is timely as to Resolution No. 2019-003, relative to the Use
Permit Appeal, in light of the fact that said Notice of Appeal is being provided within 10 days of
the January 15, 2019 Planning Commission hearing action and, further, the City of Belvedere is
estopped to assert a shorter period for the filing of an appeal as to the second ground of the
appeal, in light of the express representation reflected in the Belvedere Planning Commission
Regular Meeting Agenda" for January 15, 2019 (attached as Exhibit B).
This Appeal raises issues of the interpretation of the Belvedere Municipal Code,
specifically, Section 20.06, as well as Sections 20.04.005, and 20.04.110 to 20.04.210 as to
Design Review, reflected in Resolution No. 2019-001 and Section 19.80.030 as to the Use
Permit, both concerning the "Waterside Improvements" for the 121 Belvedere Avenue project.
Moreover, this Appeal raises important constitutional issues, both state and federal, with
regard to due process as it pertains to the interpretation of the aforementioned Code sections of
the Belvedere Municipal Code and the application said Code provisions to Appellant !NJ/Piazza.

-8-

EXHIBIT A
Alternative Pier Location designated in handwritten notation
by !NJ/Piazza (Appellant) on the Proposed Site Plan by W.B.
Clausen Structural Engineers, ALO - 121 Belvedere Ave.,
i.e., referenced as Waterfront Improvements by Clausen
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EXHIBIT B
Belvedere Planning Commission Regular Meeting
Agenda January 15, 2019, 6:30 P.M.

BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
JANUARY 15, 2019, 6:30 P .M.
BELVEDERE CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
450 SAN RAFAEL A VENUE, BELVEDERE, CALIFORNIA
HEARING PROCEDURE:

The Planning Commission will follow the following procedure for all items listed as public
hearing items:
1. The Chairman will ask for presentation of the staff report;
2. The Commission will have the opportunity to question staff in order to clarify any

specific points;
3. The applicant and the project representative will be allowed to make a presentation, not
to exceed 10 minutes for large projects, or 5 minutes for small projects, total for
the applicant's design team;
4. The public hearing will be opened;
5. Members of the audience in favor of the proposal will be allowed to speak, for a
maximum of 3 minutes per speaker;
6. Members of the audience against the proposal will be allowed to speak, for a
maximum of 3 minutes per speaker;
7. The applicant will be given an opportunity to respond to comments made by the
audience, for a maximum of 5 minutes total for the applicant's design team;
8. The public hearing will be closed; and
9. Discussion of the proposal will return to the Commission with formal action taken to
approve, conditionally approve, deny, or continue review of the application.

A.

CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING

B.
OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for any citizen to briefly address the Planning Commission on any
matter that does not appear on this agenda. Upon being recognized by the Chair, please
state your name, address, and limit your oral statement to no more than three minutes.
Matters that appear to warrant a more lengthy presentation or Commission
consideration will be agendizedfor further discussion at a later meeting.
REPORTS
C.
The Reports agenda item consists of any oral reports from standing Planning
Commission committees (if any), an individual member of the Planning Commission,
and staff updates.

CONSENT CALENDAR
D.
The Consent Calendar consists of items that the Planning Commission considers to be

-

-

non-controversial. Unless any item is specifically removed by any member of the
Planning Commission, staff, or audience, the Consent Calendar will be adopted by one
motion. Items removed will be considered in the sequence as they appear below. If any
member of the audience wishes to have an item removed, please step to the microphone,
state your name, and indicate the item.
1.
Draft Minutes of the December 18, 2018 regular meeting of the Planning
Commission.

2.
Extension of Prevjous approvals granted for Design Review and Variance for
reduced Front Yard Setback. for constructjon of a new 4.604 square-foot resjdence
with attached garage and other improvements on an undeveloped lot located at 46
Cliff Road. Property Owner(s): Deepwater Bay LLP/Mr. Leonard Chan: Appljcant:
Miles Berger (Miles Berger Archjtect).
3.
Demolition permit for the demolition of an existing garage located at 419
Belvedere Avenue. Applicant: Mark Swanson (Jamba Constructjon). property
Owners: 401 Belvedere Corp and Peggy Homestead Trust. (Commissioner Lynch
recused)
4.
Extension of previous approvals granted for Desjgn Review to allow the
construction of a driveway deck addition. new drjyeway gate. renovations to the
front entry way of the home. the addition of two new exterior stair cases. new
lighting, and a new entry gate and fence located at 82 Alcatraz Avenue. Property
Owner(s): Irene Meyers; Applicant: Dan Hunter (Hunter Architect).
• Item 4 - Project Plans

E.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

5.
Design Review and Demolition for construction of a new garage and addition at
17 Leeward Road. The project consists of a rebuilding the garage in the same
location. filling in the area between the garage and house. extending the master
bedroom jnto the backyard and expanding the existing living room into the court
yard. Applicant: Brock Wagstaff: Property Owner: Judy Webb.
• Item 5 - Proiect Plans

6.
Consideration of Design Review. Conditional Use Permit and Mitjgated Negative
Declaration for waterfront improvements at 121 Belvedere Avenue. The proposal
includes a new private pier. dock. boat lift. platform lift. access stairs. hillavator and
above grade deck. The pier is approximately 876 square feet of new area over the
water and is proposed in the middle of 121 Belvedere's shore line frontage and avoids
natural rock outcroppings. Applicant: LAK Associates. Sean Kennings: Property
Owners: Davjd McClosky. (Commissioners Mark. Slaymaker and Hart recused)
• Item 6 - Project Plans

7.
Design Review approval to remove an existing Italian stone pine tree (45" in
diameter) which grows near the edge of the Belvedere Lagoon in the rear yard of the
property located at 3A Peninsula Road. Property Owner: Belvedere Land Company
Partnership; Applicant: Holly Khouw

F.

ADJOURNMENT

APPEALS: The Belvedere Municipal Code provides that the applicant or any interested
person may appeal the action of the Planning Commission on any application. The appeal must
be in writing and submitted with a fee of $523.00 not later than ten (10) calendar days
following the date of the Planning Commission action. Appeals received by City staff via mail
after the tenth day will not be accepted. For purposes of filing an appeal, if the final day to
appeal falls on a City Hall observed holiday or a day when City hall is closed, the final day to
appeal shall be extended to the next day City Hall is open for public business. Please note that
if you challenge in court any of the matters described above, you may be limited to raising only
those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described above, or in written
correspondence delivered to the Planning Commission at, or prior to, the above- referenced
public hearing [Government Code Section 65009(b)(2)].

NOTICE: WHERE TO VIEW AGENDA MATERIALS
Staff reports and other writings distributed to the Planning Commission are available for public
inspection at the following locations:
• Online at www.citvofbelvedere.org
• Belvedere City Hall, 450 San Rafael Avenue, Belvedere (Writings distributed to the
Planning Commission after the posting date of this agenda are available for
public inspection at this location only.)

• Belvedere-Tiburon Library, 1501 Tiburon Boulevard, Tiburon.
• To request automatic mailing of agenda materials, please contact the City Clerk at (415)
435-8913.

NOTICE: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
The following accommodations will be provided, upon request, to persons with a disability:
agendas and/or agenda packet materials in alternate formats and special assistance needed to
attend or participate in this meeting. Please make your request at the Office of the Planning
Department or by calling (415) 435-3838. Whenever possible, please make your request four
working days in advance of the meeting.

Items will not necessarily be heard in the above order, nor, because of possible changes or
extenuating conditions, be heard. For additional information, please contact City Hall, 450
San Rafael Avenue, Belvedere, CA 94920 (415) 435-3838
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City of Belvedere

February 4, 2019

BY HAND-DELIVERY AND

EMAIL: clerk@cityofbelvedere.org
Ms. Alison Foulis
City Clerk
City of Belvedere
450 San Rafael Avenue
Belvedere, CA 94920
Re:

Supplement to Appeal, filed January 23, 2019, regarding Planning
Commission Action of January 15, 2019, as to 121 Belvedere Avenue,
with respect to City of Belvedere Resolution Nos. 2019-001 and 2019-003

Dear Ms. Foulis:
Per your letter of January 24, 2019, acknowledging the appeal by my clients, INJ, LLC and
its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, owner and resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue, I make the
following submission.
1.

INTRODUCTION - EXHIBITS C-G

First, I am enclosing a copy of the transcript of the City of Belvedere Planning Commission
Hearing of January 15, 2019, as to Agenda Item No. 6, regarding the 121 Belvedere Avenue
proposed project. The audio file for Agenda Item No. 6 regarding 121 Belvedere Avenue was
downloaded from the City of Belvedere website and professionally transcribed, certified, and
notarized by transcription professionals at Word Gallery Word Processing Services in Corte
Madera. A Certification attesting to the downloading, transcribing, ce1iification and notarization
is attached to the transcript.
The transcript is important because it reflects the issues raised and the discussion by the
Planning Commission at the Hearing, which resulted in the passing of City of Belvedere
Resolution Nos. 2019-001and2019-003, both of which are the subject of this Appeal. The
contents of the transcript are referenced below and discussed as relevant. This transcript is
attached to this Supplemental Submission as Exhibit C.
Second, photographic depictions and diagrams of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property are
attached which will reflect upon and demonstrate the impact of the 121 Belvedere Avenue
proposed "Waterfront Improvements" (aka "Waterside Improvements"), i.e., the pier, walkway,
pierhead, platform lift and boat lift (to wit, pier, boat lift and platform lift). (See fn. 1, pg. I to

Attachment to Appeal of Planning Commission Action by Appellant INJ, LLC and its Managing
Agent Anthony Piazza (Basis of Appeal), submitted January 23, 2019.
A.

The 125 Belvedere Avenue Property

The following photographs and diagrams are provided herewith and attached as Exhibit D
as follows:
Attached as Exhibit D-1 is a southern view of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property and
residence, which also depicts the 125 Belvedere Avenue pier, dock, boathouse and boat lift,
extending from the residence into the Richardson Bay.
Attached as Exhibit D-2 is a northern view of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property and
residence with the 125 Belvedere pier, dock, boathouse and boat lift, extending from the residence
into the Richardson Bay.
Attached as Exhibit D-3 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere residence, depicting the
125 Belvedere pier, dock, boathouse and boat lift, extending into the Richardson Bay with views
of the Golden Gate Bridge from the 125 Belvedere terrace.
Attached as Exhibit D-4 is a diagram of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, depicting the
primary residence, guest house and office, and the pier, dock, boat house and boat lift designated
as the site plan for the property.
Attached as Exhibit D-5 is a diagram of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, depicting the
main residence lower level 1 of the main residence.
Attached as Exhibit D-6 is a diagram of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, depicting the
main level of the main residence.
Attached as Exhibit D-7 is a diagram of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, depicting the
lower level 2 of the main residence.
The import of these photographs and diagrams, relative to the 125 Belvedere Avenue
property, reflect on the impact that the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposed "Waterfront
Improvements" will have, relative to views, privacy and diminution in value as to the 125
Belvedere Avenue property.
Third, photographs of the story poles placed in the Richardson Bay, depicting the 121
Belvedere Avenue proposed Waterfront Improvements, i.e., the gray story poles, reflect on the
impact of the views and privacy of 125 Belvedere Avenue. That is, eight (8) photographs taken
from various levels of the 125 Belvedere Avenue residence, as outlined below and attached, reflect
on the view and privacy issues emanating from the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposed Waterfront
Improvements, as to the 125 Belvedere Avenue property.
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B.

The 121 Belvedere Waterfront Improvements - Story Poles

The referenced eight photographs below reflect upon the impact on views and privacy and,
correspondingly, diminution in value relative to the 125 Belvedere property, as a consequence of
121 Belvedere proposed Waterfront Improvements, as noted below and reflected in the attached
photographs.
Attached as Exhibit E-1 is a photograph taken from the 125 Belvedere waterfront bedroom,
reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway directly in front of said waterfront
bedroom. As noted, the gray story poles reflect the revised pier, boat lift and platform lift
location.
Attached as Exhibit E-2 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere waterfront family room,
reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway, directly in front of said waterfront
family room.
Attached as Exhibit E-3 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere second floor waterfront
bedroom, reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway directly in front of said
second floor waterfront bedroom.
Attached as Exhibit E-4 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere waterfront master
bathroom, reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway directly in front of said
waterfront master bathroom.
Attached as Exhibit E-5 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere waterfront master
bathroom, reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway directly in front of said
waterfront master bedroom.
Attached as Exhibit E-6 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere waterfront master
bedroom, reflecting the proposed 121 Belvedere pierhead and walkway directly in front of said
waterfront master bedroom.
Attached as Exhibit E-7 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere upper floor waterfront
family area, reflecting on the 121 Belvedere proposed pierhead and walkway directly in front of
said upper floor waterfront family area.
Attached as Exhibit E-8 is a photograph from the 125 Belvedere waterfront family area
loggia, reflecting on the proposed 121 Belvedere proposed pierhead and walkway directly in front
of said waterfront family area loggia.
The import of these eight (8) photographs (i.e., E-1 through E-8) is that they both reflect
upon and demonstrate the impact of the 121 Belvedere proposed Waterfront Improvements; i.e.,
pier, boat lift and platform lift on the 125 Belvedere property, relative to diminishment of views,
impact to privacy and a potential for diminution of value as to said 125 Belvedere property.
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A black and white copy of the official zoning map of the City of Belvedere, adopted by the
Belvedere City Council on 04/14/2014 by Ordinance No. 2014-1 reflects upon the zoning of the
City of Belvedere and depicts the Richardson Bay, Belvedere Cove, Corinthian Island, Belvedere
Lagoon which is attached to Chapter 19 of the Belvedere Municipal Code and is provided herewith
for the convenience of the City Council in reviewing this Appeal and is attached as Exhibit F.
Attached as Exhibit G is a copy of the diagram for West Shore, which is attached as Exhibit
A to the City of Belvedere Ordinance No. 99-6 depicting the City of Belvedere "Limit Line Of
Piers" pertaining to "West Shore Road" drawn by DP, dated 10-1-99. The import of this diagram,
attached as Exhibit A to the Ordinance No. 99-6, is that it is referenced under Chapter 20.06,
entitled Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists and related structures
on West Shore Road, specifically section 20.06.050, entitled Piers, Gangways, Floats and Pilings
under subsection B, relative to "Size, Design and Placement," concerning said piers, gangways
and floats which are noted to be subject to Design Review, pursuant to Chapter 20.04.
Of note, subsection B specifically provides that "piers shall extend no farther into
Richardson Bay than the line described in Exhibit 'A' attached to the Ordinance codified in this
chapter and incorporated in this section by reference." What is being referred to is Ordinance
99-6 which provides the pictorial description as to the length of piers, as reflected in the "Limit
Line Of Piers" under the LEGEND, which is depicted by a line-dash-line delineation in the
diagram, attached as Exhibit A to City of Belvedere Ordinance No. 99-6, attached hereto as
Exhibit G.
The aforementioned Exhibits C through G are submitted in connection with the Appeal by
INJ and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, of 125 Belvedere Avenue, relative to the granting of
City of Belvedere Resolution Nos. 2019-001and2019-003.

2.

APPEAL OF CITY OF BELVEDERE RESOLUTION NO. 2019-001

As to the Appeal of City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-001, regarding the granting of
Design Review approval to allow "Waterside Improvements" at the 121 Belvedere property, the
basis for said Appeal is articulated at pgs. 1-6 of the Attachment to Appeal of Planning
Commission Action, by Appellant, INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza (Basis for
Appeal), submitted on January 23, 2019.
There is no need to restate the Basis for the Appeal as to Resolution No. 2019-001, but this
Supplement will provided additional information to demonstrate the impact on views, privacy and
diminution in value as to the 125 Belvedere property, as presented by the proposed 121 Belvedere
Waterside Improvements (i.e., Waterfront Improvements).
As noted in the basis for the Appeal, submitted January 23, 2019, the fundamental problem
with the actions of the Belvedere Planning Commission is that the Planning Commission has been
provided with "no specific design regulations" and no "objective standards" to apply to maritime
improvements such as the 121 Belvedere proposed "Waterfront Improvements" (aka, "Waterside
Improvements"), i.e. pier, boat lift and platform lift.
The Staff Report for the January 15, 2019 hearing confirmed this point at pg. 5 of said Staff
Report, which expressly noted that there are "no specific design regulations or objective standards
4

to apply to maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay." The Staff Report explicitly
makes this point at pgs. 4 and 5 as follows:
[T]he City has seen few applications for improvements related to maritime
activities such as docks, boat lifts, floats outside of the West Shore Road
Neighborhood, and since no master plan was ever adopted for all shoreline
properties in Belvedere, there are no specific design regulations or objective
standards to apply to maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay.
(See Staff Report, pgs. 4 and 5.)
Herein lies the genesis of the problem with the 121 Belvedere proposed Waterfront or
Waterside Improvements. There are no regulations and no objective standards to evaluate and/or
judge this proposal so as to safeguard the interests of the other Belvedere property owners such as
INJ and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, relative to the 125 Belvedere property. As set forth
in the Attachment to the Appeal submission by !NJ/Piazza, pgs. 1 to 6, the efforts to utilize the
provisions of Chapter 20.06 of the BMC, entitled Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers,
Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related Structures on West Shore Road simply does not correspond
to "maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay," such as the 121 proposed
Waterfront Improvements.
For example, subjection B, entitled Size, Design and Placement relative to piers, under
Section 20.06.05, entitled Piers, Gangways, Floats and Pilings, reflects that "(p)iers shall extend
no farther into Richardson Bay than the line described in Exhibit "A' attached the ordinance
codified in this Chapter and incorporated in this Section by reference." As attached in Exhibit
"G," this is the Exhibit "A" relative to Ordinance No. 99-6 which reflects the line delineating the
limit of the pier extension. This limit to the pier extension does not correspond in any way, shape
or form to the maritime improvements contemplated in the Richardson Bay, such as the 121
Belvedere proposal.
Thus, it is simply incongruous to endeavor to take portions of Chapter 20.06, entitled
Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists, and Related Structures on
West Shore Road and apply them to "maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay", as
reflected in the Staff Report. That is, as the Staff Report noted, there are "no specific design
regulations or objective standards" applicable to said maritime improvements, relative to the
Richardson Bay. (See Staff Report, pgs. 4-5.)
Of note, a review of the transcript of the Planning Commission Hearing, Exhibit C, reflects
that the Commissioners struggled with the 121 Belvedere proposed Waterfront Improvements
(i.e., Waterside Improvements), given the lack of specific design regulations or objective
standards to apply to proposed maritime improvement in the Richardson Bay. For example,
Commissioner Patricia Carapiet noted that there were "no rules" relative to the maritime
improvements in the Richardson Bay, as reflected in the following:
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As far as Mr. Piazza's rendition, you know, I think we started out with this last
time. There are no rules there, but we need to kind of have a sense of everybody's
use of the Bay ...
(See Exhibit C, transcript, pg. 15.)
Commission Larry Stoehr was even more emphatic with regard to his struggles regarding
the proposed 121 Belvedere project and his eventual "Nay" vote as to both Belvedere Resolutions
2019-001 and 2019-003. Mr. Stoehr could find no Solomon-like solution as reflected in the
following:
Yeah, I'm going to say I found this very difficult. I've been struggling with this
one, to try to find some sort of Solomon, King Solomon solution for everybody but
it's, I don't see one ...
(See Exhibit C, transcript, pg. 16.)
Mr. Stoehr opined further regarding the difficulty of the proposed project and the impact on 125
Belvedere Avenue as follows:
I visited the project site and discussed the options considered with the owner, that
he's looked at, to deal with this. I also visited 125 and viewed the proposed dock
location from several primary rooms. 125 is located just above the water level, so
it's low, has a view out to the water, whereas the other homes are up on the hillside
more, so they have a very different view when you look out.
I think the proposed changes does fall within the guidelines that we gave last time
to try to stay within the boundary lines, as projected out from 121 out into the Bay.
When you go and view it from 125, it's still, like it hardly made a difference, as far
as the impact of it on the view from there.
I think trying to swing it further towards 117 would be a problem with 117. I don't
know how you solve that. ..
So I think, unfortunately, the best solution would be for 121 to work with 117 to see
if they could develop sort of a joint dock development or plan that they could accept
over the years. And I struggle with this because, if you think about, we could run
into a situation where you have like a cove. Say, you have three properties around
the cove and all their property lines come down to that cove. And each one wants
to put a dock out in front of their house and the only location the dock can go is in
one location in the cove, how do you judge which one should get that dock? To
me it seems you'd have to deny it and they'd have to come up with a plan for how
they'd jointly develop that.
So that's my line of thinking. I've gone through, I've really had a hard time with
this ...
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And because of these, I can't make the findings for the Use Permit. And I can't
make the findings for Design Review because of the privacy issues.
(See Exhibit C, transcript, pgs. 16-17.)
Even Chair Lynch, who voted for both City of Belvedere Resolution Nos. 2019-001 and
2019-003, noted difficulty with the 121 Belvedere proposed project noting, "This is not an easy, I
think, or obvious solution, ... "
(See Exhibit C, transcript, pg. 17.)
Undoubtedly, each of the Commissioners struggled with the 121 proposed Waterfront
Improvements project, in large part due to the fact that there are no specific regulations nor
objective standards to apply to maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay. As a
consequence, this leads to inconsistencies and incongruity in the Design Review process. Of
note, the time has come for the City Council to remedy the problems associated with having no
specific regulations and no objective standards to guide the Planning Commission in the review
process of applications for maritime improvements in the Richardson Bay, such as 121 Belvedere
Avenue.
When INJ and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, purchased the 125 Belvedere property
in April of2015, there was only one pier and dock along Belvedere Avenue extending into the
Richardson Bay, i.e., the pier, dock, boat house and boat lift of 125 Belvedere which extends into
the Richardson Bay. 1 This is depicted in the photographs provided which depict the condition of
the Richardson Bay along Belvedere Avenue in April of2015. Noticeably, there is only one pier
and dock, to wit, 125 Belvedere Avenue.
The City Council is well aware of the fact that there is now a second pier and dock that will
be constructed in connection with the 135 Belvedere Avenue development which was the subject
of a prior review by the Planning Commission and Appeal to the City Council which was settled
between INJ/Piazza of 125 Belvedere Avenue and the Amalfi Group/Lowell Strauss of the 135
Belvedere property. The settlement between 125 and 135 Belvedere was approved by this City
Council on September 11, 2017 as reflected in Belvedere's City Resolution No. 20 l 7-24:
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE
GRANTING AN APPEAL IN PART WITH CONDITIONS REGARDING DESIGN
REVIEW AND DENYING AN APPEAL AND UPHOLDING PLANNING
COMMISSION APPROVAL OF DEMOLITION, LOT MERGER, EXCEPTION TO
TOTAL FLOOR AREA, VARIANCE(S), USE PERMIT, AND ACCESSORY
DWELLING UNIT (SECOND UNIT) PERMIT, TO DEMOLISH AN EXISTING
RESIDENCE AND CONSTRUCT A NEW RESIDENCE AND SECOND UNIT ON
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 135 BELVEDERE AVENUE

Of note, there is a dilapidated small dock-wharf type of structure in front of 117 Belvedere which is not
being used and needs repair.
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Now, there is a third proposed pier and dock by 121 Belvedere Avenue. Moreover, at the
Planning Commission Hearing on January 15, 2019, Chair Lynch noted that there was pending an
incomplete application, subject to completion, for a pier at 2 Cliff Road. Further he noted that the
property at 117 Belvedere "has a pier and small house, both in need of some improvement." (See
Exhibit C, transcript, Chair Lynch's comments, page 18.)
Thus, the issue of construction of a new pier and dock is a reoccurring one with regard to
maritime improvements being proposed in the Richardson Bay, separate and apart from those
associated with West Shore Road. The time has come forthe City Council to address this issue by
way of further findings and regulations and standards, as reflected in Chapter 20.06 of the BMC,
entitled Standards for Installation of Buoys, Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related
Structures on West Shore Road."
Those findings made clear that piers and access to water, with regard to the waterfront
properties along West Shore, impact the views and privacy as well contribute substantially to the
values of the West Shore Road properties. Thus, the very issues raised in this Appeal by way of
views, privacy and diminution in value, as to the 125 Belvedere property, are precisely the issues
addressed in the findings by the City Council, relative to Waterfront Improvements along West
Shore Road, as reflected in 20.06.010.
It is submitted that the City Council should defer ruling on this Appeal, pending further
public hearings on the issue of maritime improvements in the Richardson Bay and should then
promulgate new regulations and objective standards akin to those reflected in Chapter 20.06,
entitled Standards of Installation of Buoys, Piers, Gangways, Floats, Hoists and Related Structures
on West Shore Road," so that there is some uniform application, relative to the installation and use
of maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay along Belvedere Avenue and
elsewhere, as to property owners along waterfront property in the City of Belvedere.

The property owners of waterfront property in and about the City of Belvedere are entitled
to have specific design regulations, as well as objective standards to apply to maritime
improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay and the City Council has a constitutional
substantive due process obligation to conduct the appropriate public hearings and adopt
appropriate design specification and objective standards, relative to the construction and
implementation of maritime improvements in the Richardson Bay for the City of Belvedere.
The record is clear that the 121 Belvedere proposed Waterfront Improvements (i.e.,
Waterside Improvements) will have an impact on the views and privacy of 125 Belvedere, as well
as a potential diminution in value, all of which was brought to the attention of the Planning
Commission at the hearing of January 15, 2019. (See comments of Christopher Johns, Esq.,
counsel for INJ/Piazza, Exhibit C, transcript, pgs. 9-12, specifically pg. 11.)
Moreover, Commission Stoehr in his comments also noted the impact of the 121 Belvedere
proposed Waterfront Improvements on the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, relative to views,
privacy and diminution in value, as follows:
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[T]he findings required for granting a Conditional Use Permit are broad and one
can read that 125's potential comfort and property value could possibly be
negatively impacted .... "
And while I don't consider that the view blockage is significant, I do believe it
meets the condition that the project does not meet the condition that the project will
not be detrimental to the comfort of the persons residing at 125 ... And I can't make
the findings for Design Review because of the privacy issues.
(See comments of Comm. Stoehr, Exhibit C, transcript, pgs. 16-17.)
Hence, Commissioner Stoehr found that the 121 Belvedere Waterfront Proposed Project
could negatively impact the views and privacy of the 125 Belvedere property, as well as result in
diminution in value in this regard.
Of note, all four Commissioners were invited to do a site inspection at the 125 Belvedere
Avenue property and the transcript of the hearing (Exhibit C) reflects that each one of them
participated in a site visit relative to the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, as well as the 121
Belvedere Avenue property.
It is submitted that the photographs and diagrams depicted in D-1 through D-7 and the
photographs depicted in E-1 through E-8 demonstrate that the proposed 121 Belvedere Waterfront
Improvements project will undoubtedly impact the views and privacy at 125 Belvedere Avenue, as
well as potentially resulting in diminution in value as to said property.

For these reasons, the City Council should defer ruling on this Appeal, conduct public
hearings, and implement new regulations and objective standards relative to the construction and
implementation of maritime improvements in the Richardson Bay, akin to the regulations and
standards imposed by Chapter 20.06, relative to West Shore Road.

3.

APPEAL FROM CITY OF BELVEDERE RESOLUTION NO. 2019-003

Appellant INJ/Piazza have appealed from City of Belvedere Resolution No. 2019-003
entitled:
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
BELVEDERE GRANTING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW A
PRIVATE RECREATIONAL USE OF MARIN COUNTY-OWNED WATER
PARCEL ZONED R-RECREATION LOCATED ADJACENT TO 121
BELVEDERE AVENUE
Of note, the Planning Commission found that the proposed project conformed with the use
permit findings required by Section 19.80.030 of the BMC, specifically, that:
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[T]he requested use will not ... be detrimental to the ... general welfare of the
persons residing ... in the neighborhood of such proposed use, and will not be
injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood of
such proposed use, ...
(See fourth Whereas paragraph of Resolution No. 2019-003.)
The inconsistency and/or incongruity in the application of Section 19.80.030 stems from
the interpretation of the term "neighborhood." Chair Lynch concluded that a neighborhood
means residences or properties in the plural, not singular such as 125 Belvedere A venue. This is
reflected in his comments at the Commission hearing on January 15, 2019, as reflected in the
transcript of the hearing at pgs. 17-18, as follows:
With respect to the Use Permit findings, I read the provisions of Belvedere
Municipal Code Section 19.80.030 a little differently than the way Commissioner
Stoehr just referred to them. And that is, I read this to refer to uses and an
assessment of how those uses would affect a neighborhood, as opposed to a specific
property...
And what we're dealing with here, with respect to the objection to this Application
from the adjacent property at 125 Belvedere, we're talking about an impact to a
singular property. And the Use Permit obviously refers to the uses that are
proposed and how the properties in the neighborhood are being used...
(See Exhibit C, transcript, Chair Lynch's comments, pgs. 17-18.)
Of note, Commissioner Stoehr took a different view interpreting Section 19 .80.030 of the
BMC to specifically include the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, as a singular property, being
impacted within the neighborhood by the 121 proposed project. Mr. Stoehr made this point as
follows:
[T]he findings required for granting a Conditional Use Permit are broad and one
can read that 125's potential comfort and property value could possibly be
negatively impacted ...
On the Use Permit, the proposed dock sits in the primary view of the neighbor's
house. And while I don't consider that the view blockage is significant, I do
believe it meets the condition that the project does not meet the condition that the
project will not be detrimental to the comfort of the persons residing at 125. And
also, I do not believe the project meets the condition that it will not be detrimental
to the property and improvements at 125. And because of these, I can't make the
findings for the Use Permit. ..
(See Comm. Stoehr's comments, Exhibit C, transcript, pgs. 16-17.)
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Commissioner Stoehr interpreted neighborhood in Section 19.80.050 to include the
singular, i.e., property within the neighborhood such as 125 Belvedere Avenue. Hence, the
interpretations placed on the term "neighborhood" relative to Section 19 .80.030 conflict as
between Chair Lynch and Commissioner Stoehr. Hence, the City Council needs to provide a
uniform application of the term neighborhood.

4.

SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS VIOLATION

The fact that there are no specific design regulations or objective standards to apply to
maritime improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay, as noted in the Staff Report at pgs. 4-5,
constitutes a substantive due process violation. The residents and property owners of the City of
Belvedere are entitled to specific regulations and objective standards from which the Planning
Commission can make the determinations that impact their liberty and property interests, such as
with regard to 125 Belvedere A venue.
Here, the actions of the Planning Commission impact on the views and privacy of the 125
Belvedere property, as well as the potential diminution in value as to said property, stemming from
the 121 Belvedere Avenue proposed Waterfront Improvements project. The actions of the
Planning Commission implicate both the federal and state constitutional due process rights.
The 14th Amendment of the Federal Constitution provides that no state may deprive any
person oflife, liberty or property without due process oflaw. (U.S. Constitution Amendment 14
section 1.) The State Constitution also provides that no person may be deprived of life, liberty or
property without due process oflaw. (California Constitution, Article 1, Section 7.) Of note, the
due process provision of the State Constitution is identical in purpose and scope with the due
process clause of the 14th Amendment. (Russell v. Carlson (1973) 36 Cal.App.3d 334; Gray v.
Whitmore ( 1971) 17 Cal.App.3d 1.) The guaranty of due process of law is one of the most
important to be found in the Constitution. Ochoa v. Hernandez y Morales (1913) 230 U.S. 139;
Beck v. Ransome-Crummey Co. (1919) 42 Cal.App. 674.
Due process is the most comprehensive and least specific of constitutional guaranties
which protect from arbitrary impairment by either state or federal government, most of those rights
oflife, liberty and property that are regarded as fundamental. (Rochin v. California (1952) 342
U.S. 165; Suckow v. Alderson (1920) 182 Cal. 247.) For example, the right to acquire, enjoy, own
and dispose of property is considered a significant and fundamental right. (See Shelley v.
Kraemer (1948) 334 U.S. l; Sei Fujii v. California (1952) 38 c.2nct 718.) Further, the right of
privacy is considered a significant and fundamental right within the protection of the due process
clause. (Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) 381 U.S. 479.)
Hence, the actions of the Planning Commission, which implicate rights of privacy and
diminution of value as to the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, implicate both liberty and property
interests within the meaning of the due process clause of the Federal and State Constitutions.
The fundamental and overarching problem here is that there are "no specific design
regulations" and no "objective standards" to apply to maritime improvements proposed in the
Richardson Bay, as attested to in the Staff Report at pgs. 4 and 5. The review of the transcript
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of the Planning Commission Hearing (Exhibit C) reflects the struggle and difficulty experienced
by the Planning Commissioners because there were no such "specific design regulations" and no
"objective standards" to apply in this context.
Consequently, the lack of "specific design specifications," as well as the lack of "objective
standards," constitutes a substantive due process violation, as the proposed 121 Belvedere
Waterfront Improvements project will impact the 125 Belvedere Avenue property, as noted, by
way of views, privacy and diminution in value. It is well-settled that no standards at all is, per se,
unreasonable from a due process constitutional point of view when liberty or property interests are
at issue. (See Wheeler v. State Board of Forestry (1982) 144 Cal.App.3d 522, 527-528; see also
Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council v. State Water Resources Control Board (1989) 210
Cal.App.3d 1421, 1439 (a standard that has no content is no standard at all and is unreasonable);
see generally North Pacifica, LLC v. City of Pacrca, 526 F.3d 478, 484-485 (91h Cir. 2008),
Shanks v. Dressel, 540 F.3d 1082, 1087-1089 (9 Cir. 2008).)
From these authorities, it follows that the failure of the City of Belvedere to have "specific
design regulations," as well as the failure to have any "objective standards," relative to maritime
improvements proposed in the Richardson Bay, such as the proposed 121 Belvedere Waterfront
Improvements (Waterside Improvements), constitutes a substantive due process violation within
the meaning of both the Federal and State Constitutions.

V.

CONCLUSION

It is respectfully submitted that the City Council should either grant the Appeal or defer the
Appeal pending further public hearings and a further municipal ordinance setting forth specific
design regulations as well as objective standards to apply to the review of maritime improvements
proposed in the Richardson Bay.

Respectfully submitted,

UlcJ
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Exhibit C
Transcript of City of Belvedere Planning Commission Hearing
of January 15, 2019, as to Agenda Item No. 6,
re: 121 Belvedere proposed project

Transcript of portion of
BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
Regular Meeting Agenda
January 15, 2019
Item E: Public Hearings
No. 6 re: 121 Belvedere

Chair James
Lynch
(Chair Lynch) :

Commissioner
Nena Hart:
Chair Lynch:

Rebecca Markwick,
Associate Planner
(A.P. Markwick):

And the record should reflect that Commissioner Hart is departing the
hearing room.

Recused, thank you.
Alright, we move now to the last item in the Public Hearing which is
Agenda Item 6, concerning 121 Belvedere Avenue, and do we have a
report staff?

Yes. Good evening Chair Lynch and Members of the Commission.
This project site is an 18,667 square foot parcel within the RI 5 zoning
district, Belvedere Island. The site is adjacent to single family homes
and is developed with a single family home and large garage. The
Applicant requests approval of design review and a use permit. The
project proposes a development of a new pier, dock, boatlift, platform
lift, access stairs, hillavator and above-grade deck.
On October 16, 2018, the Planning Commission reviewed the
applications before you tonight. At the meeting, the Planning
Commission heard from staff, the project representatives, the
homeowner, as well as members of the public. Members of the public
raised concern about the location of the pier and the impacts to privacy
and an alternate pier location was presented.
The Planning Commission had comments and questions regarding the
pier location, the kayak lift and the West Shore Zoning District
requirements for piers. The project was continued so that the Applicant
review and alternative location, as well as gather more information
regarding the Commissioner's comments.
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The changes before you tonight include the hillavator tracks shifting so
that they are outside of the side yard setback and the pier has shifted to
be with an extension of the property lines, as requested by one of the
Commissioners.
Staff has received a letter from Mr. Johns representing Mr. Piazza who
resides at 125 Belvedere. Mr. Johns has indicated that Mr. Piazza and
Mr. McClosky, the property owner of 121 Belvedere, are in discussion
about the pier's location.
The staffs understanding that Mr. McClosky is proposing the location
of the pier that is before you tonight. In staffs opinion the findings can
be made to support the Resolutions and has provided you with the draft
Resolutions. Staff is available for questions now or after the project
team has made its presentation.
Chair Lynch:

Do we have any questions of staff?

Commissioner
Patricia Carapiet
(Comm. Carapiet):

No.

Chair Lynch:

I have one.

Commissioner
Marsha Lasky:
(Comm. Lasky):

I'm sorry. I just want to compliment the staff for such a complete and
detailed report. I think it was so well done. Thank you.

A.P. Markwick:

Thank you.

Chair Lynch:

I echo that and I do have one question of staff and that is, whether there
is anything in the Code or any other Authority that you're aware of that
preserves for one property a view right, in a situation like this.

A.P. Markwick:

Thank you, Chair Lynch. In this particular case, where the view is
arguably being obstructed by a pier, there are no code or ordinances that
would preserve that view. We do have a View Protection Ordinance
which involves landscaping which doesn't apply here.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Alright. May we hear from the Applicant please.

David McClosky
(Mr. McClosky):

Good evening. I'm David McClosky. I think I've met with all of you.
Again, I just want to say thank you for staying later. I appreciate that. I
have had, you know, a number of meetings with multiple neighbors, you
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know, most of them have been with Anthony, my neighbor below.
They've always been friendly; we've been very neighborly and friendly.
I would categorize my meetings with him as, you know, discussing
different, you know, concerns he had or things he wanted to see changed
or, you know, of that nature. And I know there's been, I wasn't at the
last meeting, but I guess I just want to clearly state that Anthony's
lawyer does not speak for me in any way. He's made some claims that,
you know, we have an agreement, or we're working on an agreement.
None of that's true. Yeah, so I just want to make sure, you know, I'm
representing myself. Anthony's lawyer is certainly is not representing
me.
Yeah, so like I said, I feel like we've done a lot of studies. We've tried
to be sensitive to both neighbors on both sides and, in general, the
guidelines that we heard back in October, the requests that were made,
we've tried to comply with every single one of them, actually. We've
moved the hillavator. I think, initially, we were told 5 feet from the
property line and now we understand it's 8 feet. So not only have we
moved that, we've also moved it as Commissioner Lasky asked, and I
did confirm, we moved the actual physical, you know, string that went
down to the story poles.
And so, I would guess that would be my sentiment. I understand the
sensitivity and I really do appreciate that with Anthony, my neighbor.
It's kind of a unique situation that we probably all recognize, you know.
Being on the water it is a little different than landscaping, what is a tree
that might be growing up or, you know. And so, I guess I just want to
say I do have some, some compassion and I can understand why
Anthony doesn't want a pier out there. Or as he showed me multiple
times he wants it, you know, just curving all the way to the north onto
the property.
My thought is, I don't think that's fair to the other neighbor, you know,
regardless of what they do down the road or don't do. You know, I
understand there's not a set general, or the way I understand it, there's
not, you know, very specific guidelines or set Master Plan for this area,
for this kind of use. But I think a kind of reasonable approach is to
respect both neighbors and have it, you know, give or take roughly kind
of going out within your, the footprint of your shoreline, your property
line.
So, yeah, I don't have a whole lot other to add, other than we've tried to
be as thorough as possible and do every, even potential study that might
be asked. There's a lot of sensitivities with eel grass and a whole bunch
of things. And we have sure tried to do all those things and look at it
from a lot of different angles. And, again we did move it, from the
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comments we got, and we tried to work with my neighbor who I think is
really the only opposition that I know of. In fact, I know a lot of other
neighbors including my parents, which are two properties away, that
perhaps I should have gotten a bunch of letters from them. But I know
all of them support this project. But I understand that concern.
And we've tried to address it as much as we feel is reasonably, is
reasonable, you know. So that's what we've done and yeah. I just want
to, you know, I feel bad because I wasn't here at the last meeting. But I
want to make sure that no one else is speaking for me and, yeah, that
we've just tried to be very reasonable and, yeah, that's what I got.
Thank you.
Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Do we have any questions of the Applicant?

Comm. Lasky:

No.

Commissioner
Larry Stoehr
(Comm. Stoehr):

Yeah, I do.

Mr. McClosky:

Sure.

Comm. Stoehr:

Just a couple small ones. Why the size of the deck? Why is it as big as
it is, the deck out at the end of the pier? Can it be reduced or square
footage -

Mr. Mcclosky:

The size of the - so once you get out on the actual deck?

Comm. Stoehr:

At the end of the pier you have it there.

Mr. McClosky:

Yeah, well, I would say, you know, it could possibly be made smaller,
possibly larger. We tried to look at, in fact actually we were looking on
the Belvedere, the City of Belvedere website. And if you go to the front
page, they have a picture of a bunch of boat docks. I think they're
actually from the east side here. If you look at almost every single one
of those, they're quite a bit bigger of a footprint. And so I guess I would
say, it's, you know, it's about as small, there's a number of things we
were looking at. But I think the actual, I don't remember what the exact
number is, but it's quite a bit smaller than most all of the other ones. I
mean I guess the short answer is, it's possible.

Comm. Stoehr:

I think a lot of those are floating. This is in the - this is actually
supported.

Mr. McClosky:

Yeah, that's the ones I'm referring to.
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Comm. Stoehr:

I don't think they're really comparable. I think they - so I was trying to
understand how you arrived at it.

Mr. McClosky:

Yeah, and Sean may be able to comment, ifhe wants to. I think that we
tried to take a minimal approach to try to get it approved. You know, it
could be, you know, so small that you can barely walk on it. Anything's
possible. But I think we tried to pick a middle ground that's smaller
than most all the other ones we've seen, but still is enough to kind of
comfortably get around, you know, and move a kayak and, you know, be
able to load stuff on a boat. I don't think it's too big, but that's my
feeling.

Comm. Stoehr:

And I have [one] more question is, these drawings show a kayak lift that
looks like there's two side-by-side, but all the pictures and discussion
talks, looks like they're talking about a single kayak lift. So I'm
confused what exactly you're proposing on the kayak lift. And will the
kayaks be permanently stored there or do they - or is that just to put
them in and out?

Mr. McClosky:

Well, I think that, you know, while this isn't the crux of the, you know,
overall application, I'm flexible with that if there's something, you
know, you really want to see. My understanding was there was a twokayak stack vertical. I understand on the plan it looks like it's, you
know, flat horizontal and so I would say if that makes a big difference
I'm happy to have it be vertically stacked. Yeah, go ahead.

Sean Kennings
(Mr. Kennings):

My name is Sean Kennings. I'm a Land Use Planner.

Comm. Lasky:

(Cricket sound) I'm sorry.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you.

Mr. Kennings:

I've been working with the Applicant and I was here in October. The
simple answer is, the Engineer, Clausen Engineers, you know, this is
their sort of standard, sort of dock design. They've done several of these
throughout Belvedere, so that's the pierhead is essentially what they
think is the reasonable size for maneuvering, once you get off a boat or
off a kayak, for storing, you know, moving gear on and off the pierhead.
so you can walk around. That's the reason for the size.
And then with the kayak lift, specifically, what you see on the plan is
like a template. Essentially that would be two kayaks stacked next to
each other. But when we talked to the manufacturer who Clausen works
with which is the, I believe it's Golden Lifts or Golden - it's in the
Application that we sent you, they effectively, they have, it's kind of like
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a ladder lift. So it's a hand-cranked system. So that's what we would,
that's what we would design it to. And I think we've talked to staff and
the Applicant has suggested that he's fine, if you want to condition it to
look exactly like that or reduce the footprint, what have you. But the
plan, essentially, was a template that Clausen Engineers uses.
Comm. Carapiet:

So I have one more question on that kayak lift. So from the picture, it
looks sort of like a ladder that goes down.

Mr. Kennings:

Correct.

Comm. Carapiet:

You can climb over and go down. So, but then you have railing there,
so what do you, jump over the railing to get on that, or?

Mr. Kennings:

I assume there would be an entryway or a gate or something to that
affect.

Comm. Carapiet:

Okay.

Mr. Kennings:

I think this is all sort of preliminary planning style and once we get a
Building Permit, you know obviously the Building Permit would show
access and egress and height and specifications.

Comm. Carapiet:

So on the kayak lift, to kind ofreduce the impact of the bulk let's say at
the pierhead, that Commissioner Stoehr was talking about, could that
kayak lift be relocated somewhere else so that it's not like right out in
front of 121?

Mr. Kennings:

I think we discussed this last time. I think it's meant to be on sort of the
landward side so it's sort of, you're not up against the sort of wave
action. And, obviously, I think the boat is oriented in such a way so it
enters sort of perpendicular to the shoreline, as opposed to, you know,
horizontally. I mean, that's just the specifications for which Clausen has
prepared it. So I suspect there could be alternatives.

Comm. Carapiet:

Well I'm just wondering if you moved it back down, like along the
gangway-

Mr. Kennings:

Right.

Comm. Carapiet:

- because I mean you don't need a whole, once you have your kayaks
there, you don't need a whole lot of maneuvering to get 'em in because
they're already there. And they can't be, I mean, part of the Code on
West Shore is that you can't have anything stored on your pier other
than the one boatlift. And that would kind of make it a second boatlift.
So I'm just wondering if that could be relocated out of the sight of Mr. 6

I don't know ifI'll pronounce his name right- Piazza which might help
with the mass and bulk, how it looks to him.
Mr. Kennings:

I'm going to let the Applicant speak, but I suspect if that's something
that you want to condition approval on, he can speak to that.

Mr. McClosky:

Yeah, I think that's understandable and, you know, I've also been trying
to, and that's why I've been talking with my neighbor. Mr. Piazza. So
yeah, that's something that, you know, I imagine he would want that,
that would help. I'm happy to look at that.

Comm. Carapiet:

Then can you tell me, I looked at the plans and the gangway and the pier
sit at 12 something above MLLW and, in the City Code for West Shore,
the maximum they allow is 10. So is there a reason that it's like 2 feet
more than what it would be on West Shore? Why it's so high up?

Mr. Kennings:

So it's a little confusing. Mean Low Low Water is the MLLW and
that's a function of the lowest water at low tide. It's not an elevation,
it's not saying you're at 10 elevation and now you're at 12. It's the
distance from essentially 0 or whatever it is to the low water condition.
So West Shore obviously you're farther away from the mouth of the
Bay, you have a different condition for Mean Low Low Water. And so,
essentially, the piers are designed such that you can access whatever you
need to get into your boat at the lowest water condition or wherever the
pier sits. So the difference between those two elevations is the fact that
the mouth of the Bay gets wider as it gets towards the Bay. So it
actually drops in elevation, so the lower water mark is dropping down as
opposed to going up. Does that make sense?

Comm. Carapiet:

Okay.

Mr. Kennings:

Alright.

Chair Lynch:

Any other questions?

Comm. Carapiet:

No.

Chair Lynch:

Alright. I do have a question. What is the status of your discussions
with your neighbor at 125 Belvedere, Mr. Piazza?

Mr. McClosky:

What is the, the status of 'em?

Chair Lynch:

When we were here last, there was a lot of discussion that had occurred
in advance of the last hearing and there was a promise to continue those
discussions.
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Mr. McClosky:

Yeah.

Chair Lynch:

Have you, is there an agreement? Are there points of disagreement?
Can you describe that for us?
Sure. There is not an agreement. You know, for me, we've had a
number, I think, in-person meetings, we've had four, maybe five inperson meetings, many texts and phone calls and emails. And like I
said, it's all been friendly, you know, trying to work together to find,
you know, something that he can support and live with. I guess my
problem and concern is, the goal post kind of kept moving. Every
meeting there was different concerns and, ultimately, I understand he
just doesn't want any pier out there. And, you know, Anthony talked a
lot about his protected view corridor which, I think, is kind of he
believes everywhere around his house. And I just don't know what to
say about that other than, you know, I respect his opinion. I don't think
that's the case, you know, when you're on the water. A boat's allowed
to come up and sit there, my understanding of it. And that would
certainly, you know, impede on his privacy, right? If a boat just- but
my understanding is that's legal.

Mr. McClosky:

And so I don't, and I'm actually really glad the Staff pointed out and
somebody asked about that. Because I think it's very different, you
know, view protection if you have a tree, you know, having it grow up
and keeping it trimmed, I absolutely get that. But kind of making a
claim where you got the whole Bay. Again, I'm not coming under the
legality of that, but nobody has told me that that's correct or there's any
Code about it. Because I've asked, I said can you show me. Because
maybe I don't understand, maybe I'm wrong, but nobody can find
anything that states that.
And yeah, I guess the one other thing I'll say is, you know, there's the
pier that fairly recently got approved just to the north. You guys
probably know a lot more about that than I do, but I think, while there's
not exact guidelines, there is some precedent even on Mr. Piazza's,
Anthony's property there. And I think, yeah, I think there is a somewhat
of a precedent. We've tried to, again, you know, follow that and make
all adjustments that we can. Yeah, so.
Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Have you had any discussions with your neighbor who
owns the adjacent parcel to the north-

Mr. McClosky:

Yes.

Chair Lynch:

-- about whether that owner would agree to have you angle the proposed
pier from your property more to the north?
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Mr. McClosky:

So, I have met her and talked to her a few times. Then more recently,
just a few days ago I spoke with her lawyer, Neil, forgot his last name.
Yeah, that's right, thank you. And had a very nice conversation and,
you know, we, you know, the meat of it was, they're okay with it as it is
right now, because he felt like it was done pretty fair to both sides. But
he did say a number of different times that, you know, they're not going
to be okay with it if it moves really any more.
You know they have a small existing, it's falling apart but it's there,
dock that, you know, ifI start going even more right into it, I guess my
thought, I didn't ask him that specifically because my thought is, I don't
even think that's reasonable to ask because that would, you know,
potentially take away that property's right to even do a dock. Because,
you know, we can draw lines going out there and you know it's fun to
do and look at, but the realities are so many studies and, you know,
parameters and that, you know, for all we know there's a bunch of eel
grass to the north of their property and so they just could never do one.
So anyways it's a little bit longer answer, but yeah we talked for a while,
probably 45 minutes. And yeah, they had a bunch of questions about it
and wanted to make a setback on the hillavator, you know, that it was
the right amount. And yeah they support it, as most every other
neighbor does. But he didn't explicitly say, you know, if you move it
one more inch, he didn't say that. But he made it clear that, you know,
as it is right now, it's okay. If it moves even more, because this is now
already it's moved right from the other one. So from their standpoint,
they watched it kind of get closer, so.
And the topography is a little unusual. It's almost like a little, yeah, and
you know, it's again unusual because Mr. Piazza's property kind of
faces towards, call it Sausalito, or you know that, but then his pier goes
out this way. So anyways it's a little bit of an unusual situation.

Chair Lynch:

Okay. Thank you. We'll now open the Public Hearing. Members of the
audience will have - anyone wishing to address the Application will
have three minutes to speak.

Christopher Johns, Esq.
(Mr. Johns):
Yes, I'm Christopher Johns. I represent Anthony Piazza and INJ, who
are the owner and resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue. I was here the last
time. The first item is that it was represented here by Mr. McClosky that
Mr. Piazza doesn't want him to have a pier and dock. That's just simply
not true. And I know that all four Commissioners came out there and
Mr. Piazza drew out, where he said that he could, you know, live with
the pier being there because that would minimize the impact to his
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privacy and his views. And I was with him today and I had him draw it
out again. I know that he hand wrote it to everybody that came. But I
have it right here and, if I could, I'd just like to have it for purposes of
the record.
Chair Lynch:
Mr. Johns:

That'd be great.
That's simply just not true.

Chair Lynch:

Please. [Diagram referenced above handed out to Commissioners and
Staff and Mr. McClosky.] Thank you.

Mr. Johns:

So, and I appreciate that each one of you have come out to the house to
see it. And he's taking you to all three levels and he's explained his
concerns for his view and privacy, how it affects all three levels. That's
what he had just asked to have done and wanted to be able to support
Mr. McClosky in his efforts. But it's not his intent for him not to have a
pier and dock.
Mr. Lynch, you asked me the last time, you know, where is it that there
are views. Where does it provide? Well, in the Staff Report on page 4 it
says, "For proposals involving new waterfront structures or additions to
existing waterfront structures outside of the RI [-W] zone, Staff and
Planning Commission, in their discretion, determine whether the
proposal accurately protects views and is consistent with uses of the
surrounding properties." So there's a certain amount of discretion there,
but certainly view is a factor for each one of you as Commissioners to
consider.
And then there is a notation on pages 4 and 5 that you don't have any
specific design regulation or objective standards to apply to maritime
improvements proposed in Richardson Bay. Probably should be from a
legal point of view, it's almost a due process requirement. This affects
many property rights, but there should be. But the next paragraph down
addresses the point.

Chair Lynch:

Can I pause you, Mr. Johns?

Mr. Johns:

Go ahead.

Chair Lynch:

The point you just made refers to the Title 20 discussion?

Mr. Johns:

Yes.

Chair Lynch:

On page 7? It begins on page 7?

Mr. Johns:

Okay, on 7? I was referring to a different page.
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Chair Lynch:

Alrighty. What page was that?

Mr. Johns:

I was at pages 4 and 5. It was at the bottom it says, "Conformance with
General Plan Policies." And at the bottom of page 4, it starts out, "since
no master plan was ever adopted for all shoreline properties in
Belvedere, there are no specific design regulations or objective standards
to apply to maritime improvements proposed in Richardson Bay." And
my suggestion was, perhaps there should be, because how can you
exercise discretion when you don't have either an objective standard or
some sort of regulations?

Chair Lynch:

Thank you.

Comm. Stoehr:

And where was the reference to the views?

Mr. Johns:

The reference to views was on page 4, and it's the second full paragraph,
and it's the last, second to the last line. It says, "proposal adequately
protects views and is consistent with uses of the surrounding properties."
That clearly. specifically references my client's property.
And the last point is this, that, since this is conditional use permit, it says
the Planning Commission must find that the requested modifications will
not be detrimental. It has generalized language of health, safety,
comfort. But, it's the general welfare of the persons residing in the
neighborhood or injurious or detrimental to the property and
improvements in the neighborhood.
Well, this is right next door to my client's property. You know, he's
expressed to you his concerns about views, privacy, diminution in value
to his property, and so we've given an alternative proposal. We've done
our best and it's really up to you. You know, contrary to the
representation here [that] he doesn't want him to have a pier and dock,
he does. They are neighbors, they've had discussions. And when I got
up here the first time, I wasn't trying to say they were going to have an
agreement.
But they've continued to have discussions which I think is really a good
thing and they've been neighborly. And I noted that because Mr. Piazza
came here earlier, but when it didn't appear like we might have this
hearing, you know, I let him go home and I said, "Well, I'll handle it."
And I know that they, Mr. McClosky and Mr. Piazza were texting each
other about what was going to happen here at this hearing. So we're not
trying to represent something.

Chair Lynch:

Your time is up and I want you to finish whatever sentence you were on.
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Mr. Johns:

It's just not true. They continue to be neighborly; we want that. They
continue to have discussions. We just simply want to promote that. But
Mr. Piazza would agree to the pier and the dock, as referenced in the
document that I gave you that he hand wrote out. And I know that he
had discussions with each and every one of you about it. Thank you.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you. I have a question. Does anyone else have a question?
Commissioner Stoehr, why don't you go ahead.

Comm. Stoehr:

Well, there seems to be a bit of a conflict right off the bat, is that the
proposal runs right over the top of the top of the eel grass bit on the
landing going out to the - or at - that was one of the problems we had
before, was moving it that far.

Mr. Johns:

You know, if you look at the proposal that you have now, that goes over
the eel grass, as well.

Comm. Stoehr:

Just a small portion of it. It sounds like it's, it meets the requirements
but this one would through the whole thing into question, I imagine.

Mr. Johns:

I don't think it would and here's why. Because I was involved in the
135 property that has pier and dock that was given a permit by BCDC,
and that goes directly through an eel grass bed. What they did was they
had him go from a 4-1/2 foot wide pier to a 4 foot wide pier. They justthe BCDC will eventually, if you pass this and it goes all the way, they
have to pass upon that and they have their own requirements that take
care of that. But you can vote that is acceptable and I know that
happened with 135 Belvedere.

Comm. Carapiet:

Um, I understand that that plan that was approved at 135 which doesn't
really have anything to do with this, though, the plan BCDC approved
was not the plan that was submitted, but rather it was a plan that was
modified by BCDC.

Mr. Johns:

Yeah, and that is an issue now --

Comm. Carapiet:

Yeah, yeah.

Mr. Johns:

-- that we're dealing with, yes. Because when we had a settlement with
the 135 property and we had a specific delineated location that was
agreed to between 135 and 125 and we got it approved by the City
Council because we went up on appeal and we settled everything,
resolved it. And then it went to BCDC and there's some problem there
within the submittal process because it wasn't given to BCDC, that this
was a part of the settlement, and so forth.
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Comm. Carapiet:

Do you know why they turned down the settlement of the project?

Mr. Johns:

It wasn't-yeah, well there's two aspects. One is the actual plan, but the
other one is that BCDC was not advised that there had been a settlement
and they sent me a letter saying, you know, they need to make a permit
amendment now to comply with our Settlement Agreement. I have a
letter from BCDC last year that says that.

Comm. Carapiet:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Johns:

Any other questions?

Comm. Carapiet:

No.

Chair Lynch:

Oh, I do, I'm sorry. I did have one question for you Mr. Johns. My
understanding is that the dock at 125 Belvedere used to be part of the
property for the adjacent parcel to the south, 135 Belvedere, is that
right?

Mr. Johns:

You' re correct.

Chair Lynch:

And when did that become, when was that traded to the parcel at 125?

Mr. Johns:

It was more than a decade, a couple of decades ago. And what happened
was there was damage to the 135 pier and they decided not to repair it,
but they still had an existing pier sticking out. So the entrance from 135
to that pier was removed and then there was an entrance from 125 given.

Chair Lynch:

Very well.

Mr. Johns:

Yeah. There is the structure right there, and it used to be 13 5.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Is there anyone else in the public that would like to address
the project? Seeing no one, the Applicant has an opportunity to respond
up to five minutes if you'd like.

Mr. McClosky:

Uh, just briefly, um, and I have a copy of the other one that Anthony
gave me which is different than this. I'm happy to email it. But I guess
my point is, you know, this has a lot of other considerations. Eel grass, I
would say, probably being top of the list, but also to the neighbor to the
north. So I guess, you know, there's a lot that goes into the design and
placement and, you know, I guess that's obvious, but I just wanted to
state that rather than just drawing it somewhere, so. That's it. Thank
you.
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Chair Lynch:

Very well, thank you. With that we will close with the Public Hearing
and inviting comment from my fellow Commissioners. Commissioner
Lasky.

Comm. Lasky:

As stated, there is no Master Plan for Richardson Bay, for any of the
water area outside of West Shore. And, as City Staff also stated, there
are no codes for water views that exist. And I think the Applicant has
been very - has revised the project to comments from his neighbor. The
pier has been realigned and moved. There's also -there is another pier
on the adjacent property, so if the pier was moved even farther, I think it
would be even difficult, eventually, for those neighbors to get any boats
out of their pier, if it got closer and closer. And I think it's very
complimentary for him to think of their needs in the future.
He's also improved a little bit the light to the eel grass by moving the
pier over where he did. And it's difficult to move it back toward the
house because it's very shallow there and it would be hard to put his
boats in the water when there is a low tide.
The hillavator has been moved out of the setback. So I think the uses
that he is asking for are very consistent with neighboring properties and
pier use and, considering all that, I can make the findings for the Design
Review, the Use Permit and the Mitigated Negative Declaration.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Commissioner Carapiet.

Comm. Carapiet:

So I actually visited with Mr. Piazza at 125 Belvedere and I also
trespassed on down 129 Belvedere to take a look at it from the north side
and-

Chair Lynch:

Can I pause you? Do you mean 129, or do you mean the project to the
north of 121?

Comm. Carapiet:

Well, the one to the north, what address is that?

A.P. Markwick:

117.

Comm. Carapiet:

Oh, 117.

Chair Lynch:

117. I just want to make sure the record's clear.

Comm. Carapiet:

I stand corrected. 117, sorry. So I was able to view the story poles
when I visited Mr. Piazza. Originally, I was confused by all the story
poles that were there, because the old story poles were still out. But Mr.
Piazza was able to explain that it was just the grey ones that showed the
pier.
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And why I can sympathize with Mr. Piazza that on certain levels of his
house, that the pier appears predominant and, on the upper levels, it's
less of a privacy issue, I don't feel that affects his view because when
you look at the view, you look out, you look up. You don't necessary
look down at the water. I also was having the same thoughts of
Commissioner Stoehr that if that pierhead could be reduced a little bit, it
may seem less looming to the neighbor. And I also would want to see
the kayak lift either be vertical versus horizontal because I think that
gives a great bit of bulk there and/or the possibility of moving it to
another location on the gangway so that it would take some of the mass
and bulk and activity away from Mr. Piazza's view.
As far as Mr. Piazza's rendition, you know, I think we started out with
this last time. There are no rules there, but we need to kind of have a
sense of everybody's use of the Bay. And pushing the gangway and the
pier over in front of the property to the north, I don't think is a fair
solution to that property owner and we would be putting them at a
disadvantage.
So the property itself, I think has a lot of challenges to it, because it's
kind of a narrow little strip that projects out into the Bay. So it's hard to
have a lot options. I think for Mr. Piazza, property on the south side at
135 had some more flexibility because it had a wider bayfront than this
property. So, I would be able to make the findings if the Applicant
would consider and if my fellow Commissioners agree that maybe some
of those conditions would be beneficial.
Chair Lynch:

Can I ask you for one point of clarification? I thought I heard you, with
respect to the kayak lift, say that you would prefer to see it vertical and
not horizontal?

Comm. Carapiet:

Yep. And stacked instead of horizontal out, because it's 12 feet wide by
8 feet deep. And I think if it were stacked, it would probably be half that
space projecting out into the Bay.

Chair Lynch:

So that would be a way of reducing the size of the pierhead?

Comm. Carapiet:

Its bulk, yeah.

Chair Lynch:

Very well, thank you.

Comm. Carapiet:

And/or moving it, you know, closer to the shallower water, would be
easier to get in.

Chair Lynch:

Thank you. Commissioner Stoehr?
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Comm. Stoehr:

Yeah, I'm going to say I found this very difficult. I've been struggling
with this one, to try to find some sort of Solomon, King Solomon
solution for everybody but it's, I don't see one.
I visited the project site and discussed the options considered with the
owner, that he's looked at, to deal with this. I also visited 125 and
viewed the proposed dock location from several primary rooms. 125 is
located just above the water level, so it's low, has a view out to the
water, whereas the other homes are up on the hillside more, so they have
a very different view when you look out.
I think the proposed changes does fall within the guidelines that we gave
last time to try to stay within the boundary lines, as projected out from
121 out into the Bay. When you go and view it from 125, it's still, like
it hardly made a difference, as far as the impact of it on the view from
there.
I think trying to swing it further towards 117 would be a problem with
117. I don't know how you solve that. I think the orientation of the
home, Mr. Piazza's home, exacerbates the issue. The house has been
sort of angled so it's not square to the property line. It looks across the
other properties if they're extended, if their lines were extended out into
the Bay. And I think that's problematic for us in considering this
project. It makes me question if it's right that 125's orientation, which
we have here, should have, in effect, sort of steal the right of the
opportunity from 121 to build a dock out in the view. So I struggle with
that because of the orientation.
On the other hand the findings required for granting a Conditional Use
Permit are broad and one can read that 125's potential comfort and
property value could possibly be negatively impacted. So, on the one
hand, he's sort of stealing the right, if there's a right, there are no rights I
understand that, but sort of stealing the ability of 121 to build a dock
because it lands in his view and has an impact on him because of the
orientation of the house. I think also under the Design Review, the
privacy issue of having the deck out there, it's large, it's close to the
house and it impacts his master bedroom and master bath privacy, so I
struggle with that.
So I think, unfortunately, the best solution would be for 121 to work
with 117 to see if they could develop sort of a joint dock development or
plan that they could accept over the years. And I struggle with this
because, if you think about, we could run into a situation where you
have like a cove. Say, you have three properties around the cove and all
their property lines come down to that cove. And each one wants to put
a dock out in front of their house and the only location the dock can go
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is in one location in the cove, how do you judge which one should get
that dock? To me it seems you'd have to deny it and they'd have to
come up with a plan for how they'd jointly develop that.
So that's my line of thinking. I've gone through, I've really had a hard
time with this. I say that I agree with the staff findings on the mitigated
damage, or Negative Declaration and mitigated monitoring programs, so
I could vote yes for that.
On the Use Permit, the proposed dock sits in the primary view of the
neighbor's house. And while I don't consider that the view blockage is
significant, I do believe it meets the condition that the project does not
meet the condition that the project will not be detrimental to the comfort
of the persons residing at 125. And also, I do not believe the project
meets the condition that it will not be detrimental to the property and
improvements at 125. And because of these, I can't make the findings
for the Use Permit. And I can't make the findings for Design Review
because of the privacy issues.
Chair Lynch:

Thank you. I have studied this project twice. The first time was before
us and this time in connection with both of those hearings. I have read
the entirety of the staff reports, all the plans, the correspondence and
everything that has been put before us and is in the record for both
hearings. I've had the opportunity to visit the property at 121 and also to
talk with the Applicant. I've also had the opportunity to meet with Mr.
Piazza at 125 Belvedere. I have walked without characterizing whether
that was a trespass - I have walked down the property to the north of
121 at 117 Belvedere to view the project from the north, as well. And I
also want to commend the staff on a superb report and echo many of the
comments of my fellow Commissioners.
This is not an easy, I think, or obvious solution, but in my judgment,
applying the Code as it's laid out for us in the Staff Report and taking all
the input from my fellow Commissioners, I could make the findings
under the first Motion regarding a Negative Declaration.
With respect to the Use Permit findings, I read the provisions of
Belvedere Municipal Code Section 19.80.030 a little differently than the
way Commissioner Stoehr just referred to them. And that is, I read this
to refer to uses and an assessment of how those uses would affect a
neighborhood, as opposed to a specific property. That is if Mr.
McCloskey wanted to put a massive discotheque and nightclub on his
property, or say, a cattle ranch, that would have a broad and detrimental
impact on the property and improvements in the neighborhood.
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And what we're dealing with here, with respect to the objection to this
Application from the adjacent property at 125 Belvedere, we're talking
about an impact to a singular property. And the Use Permit obviously
refers to the uses that are proposed and how the properties in the
neighborhood are being used. And it's worth noting that the property at
125 Belvedere has a pier. As Mr. Johns noted earlier, that pier used to
belong to the property at 135 Belvedere. The property at 117 Belvedere
has a pier and a small house, both in need of some improvement, but
they're there. A new pier was recently approved at 135 Belvedere. And
we have an application, an incomplete application subject to completion
for a pier at 2 Cliff Road.
So while the case, presently, that there's one active, useful pier in
existence in that portion of the shoreline in Belvedere, there are many
others that exist or have existed or are approved or are subject to being
considered. And so, having another pier for the property at 121, to my
view, doesn't violate the language or the spirit of the Use Permit section
that I referred to earlier.
I would also note that this area is zoned for recreation, which refers to
uses relating to boating and facilities for boats. I would also say that, in
accordance with that and consistent with the Staff Report, the proposed
pier would be compatible with similar waterfront improvements along
Richardson Bay, including along that portion of the shoreline at
Richardson Bay. That it would be similar in size and type to other
marine-related structures installed upon the shoreline areas in Belvedere,
including those immediate adjacent to the proposed project site.
With respect to Environmental Design Review, I can make all the
findings that are articulated in the Staff Report, and I don't believe that
there is a privacy implication from a boat dock that is sufficient to
prevent the findings relating to privacy in the Design Review Statute
Title 20.
Perhaps the analysis would be different. You can imagine scenarios
where an entire house would be constructed that would be present in the
primary views and having a privacy implication. But I don't think this
dock, as proposed, rises to that level. So I can make the findings for all
three of the motions.
With that do we have -hang on, there's a question from staff.
A.P. Markwick:

Yes, I just wanted to confirm whether or not you would like to include
the two conditions: One, the reduction in size of the deck on the pier,
and the second, as Commissioner Carapiet was stating, that the kayak lift
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be either vertical and stack formation, as opposed to horizontal, or
moved.
Chair Lynch:

I would be inclined to include those conditions. I'm hesitating only
because, making the kayak lift vertical in the way Commissioner
Carapiet has proposed makes sense. I don't know what that implies
about reducing the size of the pierhead. We would have to articulate
that, I assume.

Comm. Stoehr:

Well, there was the thought that maybe it could even be moved in-shore
more, along the gangway, along the pier, rather than out on the
deckhead. Somebody raised that in here. In here somewhere.

Chair Lynch:
Comm. Carapiet:

Understood.
Are we talking about the pierhead or are we talking about the kayak lift?

Chair Lynch:

Both.

Comm. Lasky:

Both.

A.P. Markwick:

Are you seeking a specific reduction in size by the kayak lift
reconfiguration, or would it be appropriate just to condition that the
kayak lift be vertical and whatever reduction that accomplishes is -

Comm. Carapiet:

So I guess I was thinking that if the actual pierhead was a little bit
smaller, it would be a little less obtrusive, but I don't know. I mean,
there's no one here that can sit here and there's no Clausen
representative that says, "Oh I can knock off, you know, 50 feet and it'll
be a little bit smaller, or whatever and still be satisfactory." So that's
kind of hard for me to say that it's doable. I don't know if it's doable or
not, because there's no one here to tell us if it's doable.

Emily Longfellow,
Belvedere City Attorney
(Atty. Longfellow):
It may be appropriate to have the condition, as far as a reduction of size,
be that Planning Commission, Director of Planning and Building, work
with the Applicant to discern what an appropriate reduction is and
what's feasible. And then it would be back to the approval of the
Planning Commission Chair and Staff.
Chair Lynch:

I think that would be acceptable. Perhaps rephrase it as a discussion
between the Applicant and the Director of Planning to reduce the size of
the pierhead as much as practical, by either moving the kayak lift or
changing its orientation in some way, so that the size of the pierhead is
reduced to its lowest practical, smallest practical size. And then, that
Revised Proposal could return to the Chair of the Planning Commission.
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Comm. Stoehr:

Do we want to define the size of the lift, the kayak lift, to two stacked?
Stacked to hold two kayaks, maximum two kayaks, or do we just want to
say stacked and they could put 10 on there?

Chair Lynch:

I think we should limit it to two.

Comm. Carapiet:

Mmhm.

Comm. Stoehr:

Two stacked?

Comm. Carapiet:

Mmhm.

Comm. Lasky:

You want both of those in the Design Review motion, correct? Okay.

Comm. Stoehr:

And do we meet, since it's a Use Permit, do we need to do anything
about, can they keep the kayaks there, or do they have to remove them?
Somebody said West Shore has a rule that you have to remove them.

Comm. Lasky:

But that doesn't apply to this.

Comm. Stoehr:

I know. But do, this is a Use Permit, do we define that? They can keep
them out there or not?

Comm. Carapiet:

I don't know if you would keep them out there in the winter anyway,
right?

Chair Lynch:

I wouldn't, I think, condition it in that way. I wouldn't condition the
Use Permit motion in that way.

Comm. Lasky:

Want me to make the motions?

Chair Lynch:

Please.

Comm. Lasky:

Okay. I move to adopt the Resolution adopting the Initial Study
Mitigated Negative Declaration Mitigation Monitoring Program that
addresses potential environmental impacts of the proposed project at 121
Belvedere A venue.

Comm. Carapiet:

Second.

Chair Lynch:

All in favor.

Comm. Lasky:

Aye.

Comm. Carapiet:

Aye.
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Comm. Stoehr:

Aye.

Comm. Lasky:

I move to adopt the Resolution Granting a Use Permit Pursuant to Title
19 of the Belvedere Municipal Code for Private Recreational Use of
Property Zoned R Recreation Located Adjacent to 121 Belvedere
Avenue.

Comm. Carapiet:

Second.

Chair Lynch:

All in favor.

Comm. Lasky:

Aye.

Comm. Carapiet:

Aye.

Chair Lynch:

Opposed?

Comm. Stoehr:

Nay.

Chair Lynch:

Passes 3-1.

Comm. Lasky:

I move to adopt the Resolution Granting Design Review for the Property
Located at 121 Belvedere Avenue with the conditions of the different size
of the pier. Do you want to add what you --

Atty. Longfellow:

Sure, you can just simply say, conditioned as discussed --

Comm. Lasky:

Alright.

Atty. Longfellow:

-- during the meeting.

Comm. Lasky:

Alright. Conditioned as discussed with the changes discussed at the
meeting.

Comm. Carapiet:

Second.

Chair Lynch:

All in favor.

Female:

Aye.

Chair Lynch:

Aye. Opposed?

Comm. Stoehr:

Nay.
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Chair Lynch:

Passes 3, 1. And that concludes our Agenda. Thank you everyone.
We're adjourned.

(end of recording)
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CERTIFICATION

I, Leslie Marcotte, am a co-owner of Word Gallery Word Processing Services, located at
21 Tamal Vista Boulevard, Suite 172, Corte Madera, CA 94925. We have been in business for
35 years and, in the course of doing business, are professional transcribers.
I certify that I have personally transcribed, to the best of my ability to hear and
understand, a portion of the audio file pertaining to Agenda Item No. 6, regarding 121 Belvedere
Avenue, Belvedere, California, entitled, "Jan 15, 2019 Reg Meeting." The audio file was found
under the heading, "Agenda Center, Planning Commission," and downloaded from the following
website address: https://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/Planning-Commission-7.
I also certify that I am not an interested party.

Dated: February 1, 2019

CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CIVIL CODE§ 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
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Exhibit D-1
Southern view of the 125 Belvedere A venue property

Exhibit D-2
Northern view of the 125 Belvedere Avenue property

Exhibit D-3
View from the 125 Belvedere A venue terrace

Exhibit D-4
Diagram of 125 Belvedere Avenue, designated as site plan
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Exhibit D-5
Diagram of 125 Belvedere A venue, main residence, lower level 1
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Exhibit D-6
Diagram of 125 Belvedere A venue, main residence, main level
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Exhibit D-7
Diagram of 125 Belvedere A venue, main residence,
lower level 2
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Exhibit E-1
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront bedroom
(gray story poles reflect revised pier, boatlift and platform lift location)
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Exhibit E-2
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront family room
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Exhibit E-3
Photograph from 125 Belvedere second floor waterfront bedroom
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Exhibit E-4
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront master bathroom

Exhibit E-5
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront master bathroom

Exhibit E-6
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront master bedroom

Exhibit E-7
Photograph from 125 Belvedere upper floor waterfront family area

Exhibit E-8
Photograph from 125 Belvedere waterfront family area loggia
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Exhibit F
Official zoning map of City of Belvedere, adopted on
04/14/2014 by Ordinance No. 2014-1
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Exhibit G
Diagram for West Shore, attached as Exhibit A to
City of Belvedere Ordinance No. 99-6
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City of Belvedere

WWW JOHNSANOALLYN COM

February 5, 2019

BY HAND-DELIVERY AND
EMAIL:

clerk@cityofbelvedere.org

Ms. Alison Foulis
City Clerk
City of Belvedere
450 San Rafael Avenue
Belvedere, CA 94920
Re:

Formal Request for Continuance of Appeal Hearing scheduled
for February 11, 2019 to March 11, 2019, regarding Planning
Commission Action of January 15, 2019, as to 121 Belvedere
Avenue, with respect to City of Belvedere Resolution
Nos. 2019-001and2019-003

Dear Ms. Foulis:
On behalf of my clients, INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, owner and
resident of 125 Belvedere Avenue, I am formally requesting a continuance of the Appeal hearing
scheduled for February 11, 2019 to March 11, 2019, for the reasons set forth below, predicated
on procedural due process grounds.
As you know, on January 23, 2019, I filed an Appeal on behalf ofINJ, LLC and its
Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, owner and resident of 125 Belvedere A venue, regarding City
of Belvedere Resolution Nos. 2019-001 and 2019-003 with regard to the Planning Commission
Action of January 15, 2019, as to the proposed 121 Belvedere Avenue Waterfront Improvements.
When we met on January 23, 2019 regarding the Appeal, you advised that the Appeal
hearing would be going forward on either February 11, 2019 or March 11, 2019. The next day,
January 24, 2019, you confirmed that the hearing on the Appeal would go forward on February
11, 2019. I inquired as to a continuance of said hearing to March 11, 2019, in light of another
appellate matter that I was obliged to file an appellate brief with the California Sixth District
Court of Appeal on February 11, 2019 and, hence, requested that the hearing on this matter be
continued to March 11, 2019. You advised that you would contact David McClosky to inquire
whether he would be agreeable to the continuance, but I noted that I felt, under the
circumstances, since I had another deadline regarding an Opening Brief that was due before the
Sixth District Court of Appeal on February 11, 2019, that this constituted good cause for the
requested continuance.

After consulting with Mr. McClosky, you advised that he was unwilling to continue the
hearing to March 11, 2019 and, hence, I could simply make a request to the City Council directly
which would then be considered at the hearing on February 11, 2019. The problem, as I
pointed out, was that the appellate briefthat was due on February 11, 2019 would have to be
filed on that date and, further, I intended to provide you with an additional submission regarding
the instant Appeal before the City Council for the City of Belvedere.
In short, I told you that I would simply "lump it" and get the additional submission to
you, on a timely basis, and also I would prepare the appellate brief due to the Sixth Appellate
District that has to be filed on February 11, 2019, so as to make myself available for the hearing
on February 11, 2019, before the Belvedere City Council.
By letter, dated January 24, 2019, you advised that the application for appeal of the
Planning Commission Action of January 15, 2019, regarding 121 Belvedere Avenue, had been
deemed complete and accepted, and further noted that the appeal hearing was scheduled for the
regular City Council meeting of February 11, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers at the
City of Belvedere.
You further advised that, if I wished to provide "additional materials" which would
"support" the "appeal," that these materials should be provided "at least one week before" the
scheduled hearing of February 11, 2019, i.e., on or before February 4, 2019. Of note, the
offices of the City of Belvedere are closed on Fridays and, hence, your office was closed on
February 1, 2019, as well as over the weekend, i.e., February 2 and February 3, 2019.
In fact, in your letter of January 24, 2019, copy attached, you state with regard to the
submission of said additional materials, one week prior to the February 11, 2019 hearing date, as
follows:

If there are additional materials you would like to submit in support of your
appeal, it will be in your best interest to direct them to me at least one week
before the hearing so that City staff can include them in the agenda packet and the
City Councilmembers will have adequate time to read and consider them before
the hearing date.
Approximately four days before the hearing, you will be sent a copy of the
Council agenda and staff report.
(See letter, dated January 24, 2019, from Alison Foulis, City Clerk of the City of Belvedere,
addressed to Christopher Johns of Johns & Allyn, APC.)
On February 4, 2019, I hand-delivered to you at your office in Belvedere, as well as
provided by e-mail, a 12-page letter brief, dated February 4, 2019, with attached Exhibits C
through G. This is the supplemental submission contemplated by your letter, dated January 24,
2019, which I note was timely submitted to the City of Belvedere, on Monday, February 4, 2019
which is literally one week before the scheduled hearing of February 11, 2019.
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Much to my surprise, you advised that the Staff Report had been completed that day, i.e.,
February 4, 2019. I inquired as to how this was possible, since I had until one week before the
scheduled hearing on the Appeal to provide you with an additional submission, i.e., on or before
February 4, 2019. You stated that the submission should have been one week before the Staff
Report was due, but stated further that the submission would be provided to the City
Councilmembers.
As advised, this makes no sense to me. Your letter clearly states that the submission was
due one week before the hearing date, i.e., on or before February 4, 2019 and, in fact, your office
was closed on February 1, 2, and 3, 2019. Further, you state that four days before the hearing,
that I would be sent a copy of the Council Agenda and Staff Report. Certainly, this
contemplated that, if I filed my supplemental materials seven days before the hearing date, the
staff would have at least two or three days to consider said materials before finalizing their
report. This obviously did not take place, since the Staff Report was completed on February 4,
2019, prior to my providing you with the additional materials, as reflected in my letter of
February 4, 2019 and Exhibits C through G.
Since the staff did not have an opportunity to review and study the materials I provided
on February 4, 2019, as reflected in my letter brief, dated February 4, 2019 directed to you, and
the attached Exhibits C through G, by this letter I am formally requesting that the City Council
continue the hearing on the Appeal from February 11, 2019 to March 11, 2019, so that the staff
can review, consider and provide a supplemental report to the City Council regarding the
additional submission I provided, dated February 4, 2019, comprising 12 pages and the attached
Exhibits C through G. This request is being made on procedural due process grounds.
As noted in my initial submission, filed January 23, 2019, as well as the supplemental
submission of February 4, 2019, I have asserted a substantive due process claim on behalf of my
clients, INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, owner and resident of 125 Belvedere
Avenue. However, we are now dealing with procedural due process. Of note, the purpose of
due process is to ensure fundamental fairness (Simke, Chodos, Silberfeld, Anteau, Inc. v. Athens,
195 Cal.App.4th 1275 (2nd Dist. 2011, review denied, September 14, 2011)). The purpose of the
provision is to restrain every branch of government from an arbitrary and unreasonable exercise
of power (American Land Co. v. Zeiss, 219 U.S. 47 (1911); Redevelopment Agency of City and
County ofSan Francisco v. Hayes, 122 Cal.App.2d 777 (1st Dist. 1954); People v. Thompson,
5 Cal.App.2d 655 (3rd Dist. 1935) and to give protection against any arbitrary interference with
rights (Beckv. Ransome-Crummey Co., 42 Cal.App. 674 (Pt Dist. 1919)). Due process has to
do with the denial of fundamental fairness (Kinsella v. US. ex rel. Singleton, 361 U.S. 234
(1960)).
Of note, procedural due process requires an orderly proceeding, affording an opportunity
to be heard so as to protect an individual's rights (City ofLos Angeles v. Oliver, 102 Cal.App.
299 (2nd Dist. 1929)). Due process is not a technical concept, fixed in content unrelated to time,
place and circumstances (Alviso v. Sonoma County Sheriff's Dept., 186 Cal.App.4th 198 (1st Dist.
2010, review denied October 13, 2010); Gilbert v. City ofSunnyvale, 130 Cal.App.4th 1264 (6th
Dist. 2005)). This is flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particular situation
demands (Id.).
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Whether the demands of due process have been met in a particular case is always a
question of judgment and degree, to be answered in light of all the circumstances and with a
view to fundamental fairness (In re Greenfield, 11 Cal.App.3d 536 (3rd Dist. 1970)). Due
process is not interested in mere technical formalism; it is, rather, the substance that is
determinative of whether due process has been afforded (Campbell v. Board ofDental
Examiners, 17 Cal.App.3d 872 (2nd Dist. 1971); People v. Reinard, 220 Cal.App.2d 720 (2°d
Dist. 1963); People v. Collins, 220 Cal.App.2d 563 (2nd Dist. 1963) (due process is a matter of
substance, not a form)). It is not a technical conception, with a fixed content unrelated to time,
place and circumstances, but rather expresses the requirement of fundamental fairness; in
applying the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, one must discover what
fundamental fairness consists of in a particular situation (Lassiter v. Dept. ofSocial Services of
Durham County, NC, 452 U.S. 18 (1981)).
Here, it is fundamentally unfair to advise the undersigned, as counsel for the Appellant,
i.e., INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, that a further submission regarding the
Appeal would be due "one week before the hearing," i.e., on or before February 4, 2019, so that
additional materials could be considered, albeit and factored into the Staff Report, but then have
a Staff Report prepared which does not review, consider or factor into its report, the additional
materials submitted in connection with the Appeal.
Undoubtedly, the City Council relies heavily on Staff Reports and, hence, how can the
City Council rely on the judgment of the staff, relative to their report, when the staff has not
considered all the materials in connection with the Appeal? It is axiomatic that due process
means notice and an opportunity to be heard.
On February 4, 2019, the undersigned provided an additional submission, dated February
4, 2019 comprising 12 pages and Exhibits C through G, in connection with this Appeal so that
the additional information and documents could be considered by the City Council which, in
large part, relies on the Staff Report, but yet the Staff Report has already been completed.
It is respectfully submitted that the Appeal hearing scheduled for February 11, 2019
should be continued to March 11, 2019 on due process grounds. Further, the additional
materials submitted on February 4, 2019, consisting of the letter brief, dated February 4, 2019,
comprising 12 pages and the additional exhibits referenced as Exhibits C through G, should be
provided to the staff for purposes of review, consideration and analysis, and a supplemental
report prepared addressing the issues raised, points noted and exhibits provided. This is the only
way that there will be procedural due process, in connection with the Appeal that has been
brought by Appellant, INJ, LLC and its Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza.

Kindly see that this request for a continuance is presented by all members of the City
Council, as well as the City Attorney, Emily Longfellow. My clients, INJ, LLC and its
Managing Agent, Anthony Piazza, make this request on procedural due process grounds, which
means fundamental fairness in the process of the Appeal hearing and full consideration of the
merits of the Appeal, which includes a review, analysis and consideration of all materials
submitted on behalf of my clients, as the Appellant.
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Further, I would appreciate your advising, at your earliest convenience, whether the City
Council agrees to the requested continuance of the hearing from February 11, 2019 to March 11,
2019.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully submitted,

~~

Counsel for
Managing
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J,
, Anthony Piazza

CITY of BELVEDERE
450 San Rafael Ave. • Belvedere, CA 94920-2336
Tel: 415/435-3838 •Fax: 415/435-0430
Alison Foulis, City Clerk
415 / 435-8913 • clerk@cityofbelvedere.org

January 24, 2019

CHRISTOPHER JOHNS
JOHNS & ALLYN, APC
1010 B ST STE 250
SAN RAFAEL CA 94901
cjohns@johnsandallyn.com

VIA EJlllAIL AND UNITED STATES ft/JAIL
Dear Mr. Johns:
Your application for appeal of the Planning Commission action of January 15, 2019, regarding
121 Belvedere A venue has been deemed complete and is accepted.
The public hearing on the appeal is scheduled for the regular City Council meeting of
February 11, 2019, at 6:30 PM in the Council Chambers of City Hall, 450 San Rafael Avenue,
Belvedere, CA 94920.
If there are additional materials you would like to submit in support of your appeal, it will be
in your best interest to direct them to me at least one week before the hearing so that City staff
can include them in the agenda packet and the City Councilmembers will have adequate time
to read and consider them before the hearing date.

Approximately four days before the hearing, you will be sent a copy of the Council agenda
and staff report.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Si~~
Alison Foulis
City Clerk

ATTACHMENT 3
DRAFT MINUTES

ATTACHMENT 3
TO CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT

DRAFT MINUTES OF JANUARY 15, 2019,
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING.

DRAFT – Belvedere Planning Commission Minutes
January 15, 2019
Page 1 of 5
6. Consideration of Design Review, Conditional Use Permit and Mitigated Negative
Declaration for waterfront improvements at 121 Belvedere Avenue. The proposal
includes a new private pier, dock, boat lift, platform lift, access stairs, hillavator and
above grade deck. The pier is approximately 876 square feet of new area over the water
and is proposed in the middle of 121 Belvedere’s shore line frontage and avoids natural
rock outcroppings. Applicant: LAK Associates, Sean Kennings; Property Owners:
David McClosky. (Commissioners Mark, Slaymaker and Hart recused)
Associate Planner Markwick presented the staff report. A slide show accompanied her remarks.1
Chair Lynch asked staff whether there is anything in the Belvedere Municipal Code or any other
authority of which you are aware of that preserves for one property a view right in a situation
like this.
City Attorney Longfellow replied that in this case where a view is arguably being obstructed by a
pier there are no codes or ordinances that would preserve that view. We do have a view
protection ordinance that involves landscaping, which does not apply here.
David McClosky, property owner and applicant, 121 Belvedere Avenue, stated he has had
meetings with multiple neighbors, mostly with Mr. Piazza regarding concerns and requested
changes. These have been friendly and neighborly discussions. Mr. Piazza’s lawyer has stated
that there are working agreements in place, but this is not true and Mr. Piazza’s lawyer does not
speak for him. Mr. McCloskey has done a lot of studies to consider and be sensitive to both
neighbors as well as addressing guidance received at the October meeting of the Planning
Commission. We believe we have complied with all the recommendations, having moved the
hillavator another 3 feet and have reconfigured the plan for the dock. Mr. McCloskey
acknowledged the unique situation that being on the water is different from landscaping or trees.
Mr. McCloskey stated he understands and has compassion for Mr. Piazza who would like the
pier curving to the north, but that might be unfair to the other neighbor. There are no specific
guidelines or master plan for this kind of use in this area and the general idea is that a pier would
be roughly in the extension of the property lines into the water. Mr. McCloskey has tried to be
as thorough as possible in studying the project. There are a lot of other sensitivities such as eel
grass to be considered. Mr. McCloskey moved the location from the previous Planning
Commission hearing based on feedback from the Commission. Mr. McCloskey stated that he
tried to work with Mr. Piazza who is the only real objector. He stated that he has support from
many neighbors.
Commissioner Stoehr asked why it the dock at the end so large? Are the kayaks stacked or side
by side?
Mr. McClosky stated they looked at the sizes of other docks in Belvedere. Most of these are
quite a bit larger than ours. The proposed dock is about as small as it can be to provide for his
needs but to still be comfortable. Perhaps it could be reduced. The 2 kayaks are vertically
stacked.
Sean Kennings, LAK Associates, stated that Clausen Engineers provided the standard dock
design with the pier head a reasonable size for use and utility. The kayaks would be on a handcranked ladder lift as seen in the application materials.

1

The slide show presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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Commissioner Carapiet asked whether the kayak lift be relocated to another location where it has
less bulk farther back down the gangway out of the sight of Mr. Piazza?
Mr. Kennings replied that he understands the lift is meant to be on the landward side and
perpendicular to the shoreline. This is the current proposal and specification from Clausen
Engineers.
Mr. McClosky stated that this has been some of the ongoing discussion with Mr. Piazza.
Commissioner Carapiet asked why is this dock so much higher than what would be allowed on
West Shore?
Mr. Kennings stated the elevation is relative to the level of MLLW which may vary on the
different shorelines and it is not higher in elevation than those in other locations.
Chair Lynch asked what is the status of the discussions with Mr. Piazza? Has there been any
agreement or are there still points of disagreement?
Mr. McClosky replied there is no agreement. They have had 4-5 in person meetings plus texts,
emails and phone calls. Mr. McClosky’s concern is that the goal posts keep moving and different
concerns come up each time. They understand that ideally Mr. Piazza does not want a pier here
at all so that he can have what he calls his protected view corridor around his house. Although
Mr. McCloskey respects his opinion he does not believe this is the case. He stated that when you
live on the water boats can come up and sit there, and yes that would affect privacy, but that is
still legal. Mr. McCloskey stated that staff has pointed out that view protection is related to a
tree blocking a view, but making a claim that homeowners have view protection for the entire
bay is not correct. Mr. McCloskey pointed out that a pier was approved to the north and while
there are no exact guidelines, there is some precedent and they are trying to make as many
adjustments as we can.
Chair Lynch asked have there been any discussion with the other neighbor to the north about
whether they might agree to have the angle of the proposed pier more to the north?
Mr. McClosky stated that he recently met with that owner and later, her lawyer. They are fine
with the current proposal but they would not be fine with it moving any closer. This might
negatively impact their own existing dock. Mr. Mcloskey stated there are so many parameters for
compliance as well and there may be other issues like eelgrass that would have be impacted as
well. Mr. McCloskey stated the neighbor to the north supports the current proposal which
already has moved closer to them than the original proposal. Mr. McCloskey pointed out that the
topography of Mr. Piazza’s property is a bit unusual in that it faces in one direction and his pier
goes another which also affects the options.
Open public hearing.
Christopher Johns, representing INJ, LLC and Anthony Piazza who are the owners and residents
of 125 Belvedere Avenue, distributed a drawing to the Commission2 for a proposed alternative
location for the pier and dock. He stated that his client is not against there being a pier at Mr.
McClosky’s property, but the location is what is still being discussed and what he handed out
tonight would be better for his client.

2

The drawing is archived with the record of the meeting.
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Mr. Johns stated that the question of protection of views was raised in October. On page 4 of the
staff report, the second paragraph states “For proposals involving new waterfront structures or
additions to existing waterfront structures outside of the R1-W zone, staff and the Planning
Commission, in their discretion, determine whether the proposal adequately protects views and is
consistent with the uses of surrounding properties.” On pages 4 and 5 the staff report says “there
are no specific design review regulation objective standards that apply to maritime improvements
in Richardson Bay.” He stated there should be, as a matter of due process, as it affects many
property rights.
Mr. Johns stated that the findings for a Conditional Use Permit are that “…requested use will not
… be detrimental to the … general welfare of the persons residing …in the neighborhood…and
will not be injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood of
such proposed use.” This use is right next to his client’s property. He has expressed his concerns
about the view, privacy and the diminution of his property. We have proposed an alternative and
the discussions are still on-going.
Commissioner Stoehr observed that the alternative from Mr. Piazza goes right across the eel
grass beds.
Mr. Johns stated that the current application goes across some of the eel grass beds also. In
addition the proposed dock at 135 Belvedere Avenue goes across some eel grass beds.
Ultimately BCDC or other agencies have their own requirements to approve these projects.
Commissioner Carapiet stated that the approved plan for 135 Belvedere Avenue’s dock was
modified by BCDC.
Mr. Johns replied that is a part of a current issue between the parties.
Chair Lynch asked whether the dock at 125 Belvedere Avenue used to be a part of 135
Belvedere Avenue and how the change came about.
Mr. Johns replied after the dock at 135 Belvedere Avenue was damaged and not going to be
repaired, the current dock was purchased in 1984 from 125 Belvedere Avenue.
Mr. McClosky stated that the alternative plan that Mr. Johns submitted tonight not only has
possible eel grass issues, but also would impact the neighbor to the north. There is a lot that goes
into the design and placement of these docks.
Close public hearing.
Commissioner Lasky stated there is no master plan for Richardson Bay or any water areas
outside of West Shore. There are also no existing codes for water views. The applicant has been
very responsive to the neighbors including a realignment of the pier. If it were to move over
more it would complicate access for the other neighbor. There are improved impacts to the eel
grass in the new location. It is difficult to pull it back because of the shallow water. The
hillavator has been moved out of the setback. The uses are consistent with the neighboring
properties and as a result she can make the findings for Design Review, Use Permit and the
Mitigated Negative Declaration.
Commissioner Carapiet stated she visited the site, the neighbor at 125 Belvedere Avenue, and
also the property at 117 Belvedere Avenue, the north neighbor, to view the story poles, both old
and new. While she can sympathize with Mr. Piazza that on certain levels of his house the pier
will be predominant, on the upper levels this is less of a privacy issue. It does not really affect
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the view because when one looks out at the view they look out, not down at the water. She
agrees with Commissioner Stoehr that a reduction of the size of the pier head might reduce
impacts on the neighbor. She would prefer the kayaks stored vertically also to reduce the bulk, or
the possibility of relocating the lift on the gangway to move that activity away from Mr. Piazza’s
view. As to Mr. Piazza’s alternative submittal tonight, even though there are no rules here, there
needs to be considered with a sensitivity to everyone who uses the bay. It would put the north
neighbor at a disadvantage. The narrowness of the property at 121 Belvedere Avenue limits the
options. The property at 135 Belvedere Avenue had more flexibility for the pier given the wider
frontage at the bay. She can make the findings with the added conditions she has just noted.
Commissioner Stoehr found this a difficult project. He visited the site with the owner and
discussed the options. He also visited with the owner at 125 Belvedere Avenue to review the
story poles from many different rooms. Many of these rooms are at water level and has a very
different view than homes higher up the hill. The proposed changes follow the guidelines
provided at the prior Planning Commission meeting but those changes make little difference to
the impacts on 125 Belvedere Avenue. Moving the pier to the north would not be good for 117
Belvedere Avenue. The orientation of 125 Belvedere Avenue presents a difficulty as it looks
across the other properties. It creates a question as to whether the orientation of 125 Belvedere
Avenue ‘steals’ the right (although we understand that there is no such ‘right’) for 121 Belvedere
Avenue to build a dock in his view? The findings for a Conditional Use Permit are broad. There
appears to be an impact on the comfort and the property value could be negatively impacted. In
regards to Design Review the large deck is close to the house at 125 Belvedere Avenue and
impacts privacy at the master bedroom and bath. The best alternative might be for 121 Belvedere
Avenue to work with 117 Belvedere Avenue for a joint dock. In the case there are three
properties on a cove where all the property lines come down to the cove, and each one wants to
have a dock it is not defined as to how one can decide which property could get that dock. He
can make the findings per the staff report for the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration/Monitoring program. He stated that in regards to Conditional Use Permit, the
proposed dock sits in the primary view of the neighbor. He does not consider the view blockage
significant, but the project does not meet the condition that the project would not be detrimental
to the comfort of the persons residing at 125 Belvedere Avenue. Also the project does not meet
the condition that it will not be detrimental to the improvements at 125 Belvedere Avenue. He
cannot make the findings for the Use Permit and he cannot make the findings for Design Review
because of the privacy issues.
Chair Lynch stated he has studied the project twice from the records of both hearings. He has
visited 121 Belvedere Avenue and met with the owner, also met with Mr. Piazza at 125
Belvedere Avenue, and walked down the property at 117 Belvedere Avenue to view the project
from the north. He commends staff for the excellent report and echoes many of the comments of
his fellow Commissioners. This is not an easy or obvious solution, however, in his judgement,
applying the Code as it is presented in the staff report and taking input from his fellow
Commissioners he can make the findings for the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration/Monitoring program.
With respect to the findings for the Use Permit, he reads BMC Section 19.80.030 differently than
Commissioner Stoehr. This refers to uses and an assessment of how those uses would affect a
neighborhood as opposed to a specific property. If Mr. McClosky wanted to put a disco/night
club or a cattle ranch on his property that would have a broad and detrimental impact on the
properties and improvements in the neighborhood. Here this application has an impact to a single
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property. A use permit refers to the proposed uses and how the properties in the neighborhood
are being used. The property at 125 Belvedere Avenue has a pier as confirmed by Mr. Johns,
formerly owned by 135 Belvedere Avenue, and the property at 117 Belvedere Avenue has a pier
(needing some improvement), and a new pier was recently approved at 135 Belvedere Avenue
and there is another application for a pier at 2 Cliff Road. While it is the case that there is one
active pier, there are many piers that exist, or have existed or are approved or are subject to being
considered. Having another pier at 121 Belvedere Avenue does not violate the language or spirit
of the Use Permit in the code section previously noted. The area is zoned for Recreation which
includes boating and facilities for boats. In accordance with the staff report, this proposed pier
would be compatible with similar waterfront improvements in this portion of Richardson Bay.
Per the staff report, “the proposed improvements are similar in size and type to other marinerelated structures installed along shoreline areas in Belvedere, including those immediately
adjacent to the proposed Project site.” He stated he can make all the findings for Design Review
as stated in the staff report. He does not believe there is a privacy implication from a boat dock
that is sufficient to prevent the findings related to privacy in the Design Review statute, Title 20.
Perhaps the analysis would be different if an entire house were being constructed and be present
in the primary views and would have a privacy implication. He does not believe the boat dock
rises to this level. He can make the findings for all three Resolutions.
City Attorney Longfellow asked for clarification as to the added conditions of approval that have
been suggested in the discussion. The Commissioners agreed that the pier head should be
reduced to its smallest practical size, and the kayak lift should be limited to two kayaks in a
vertical, stacked configuration, both to be approved by the Chair and the Planning Director..
MOTION:

To adopt the Resolution adopting the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration/Mitigation Monitoring Program that addresses potential
environmental impacts of the proposed project at 121 Belvedere Avenue.

MOVED BY: Marsha Lasky, seconded by Pat Carapiet
VOTE:

AYES:
RECUSED:

Jim Lynch, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet, Larry Stoehr
Nena Hart, Peter Mark, Claire Slaymaker

MOTION:

To adopt the Resolution granting a Use Permit pursuant to Title 19 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code for private recreational use of property zoned RRecreation located adjacent to 121 Belvedere Avenue.

MOVED BY: Marsha Lasky, seconded by Pat Carapiet
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
RECUSED:

Jim Lynch, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet
Larry Stoehr
Nena Hart, Peter Mark, Claire Slaymaker

MOTION:

To adopt the Resolution granting Design Review, as conditioned, for the property
located at 121 Belvedere Avenue.

MOVED BY: Marsha Lasky, seconded by Pat Carapiet
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
RECUSED:

Jim Lynch, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet
Larry Stoehr
Nena Hart, Peter Mark, Claire Slaymaker
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PC RESOLUTIONS

ATTACHMENT 4
TO CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT

PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 2019-001
GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW AND PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 2019-003 GRANTING A CONDITIONAL
USE PERMIT FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 121
BELVEDERE AVENUE APPROVED JANUARY 15, 2019.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2019 - 001
A RESOLUTION OF
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE
GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW APPROVAL TO ALLOW WATERSIDE
IMPROVEMENTS AND NEW DECK, STAIRS AND HILLAVATOR
AT 121 BELVEDERE AVENUE
WHEREAS, proper application for Design Review has been submitted pursuant to Title 20 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code for waterside improvements and a new deck, hillavator and stairs on
the property located at 121 Belvedere Avenue; and
WHEREAS, on January 15, 2019, the Planning Commission adopted an Initial Study and
Mitigated Negative Declaration pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
which determined that project scope, as mitigated, would have a less than significant impact on
the environment; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a properly noticed hearing on October 16, 2018 and
January 15, 2019; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission finds, based upon the findings set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto and incorporated herein, that with the conditions listed below, the proposed project
is in substantial conformance with the Design Review criteria specified in sections 20.04.005, and
20.04.110 to 20.04.210 and 20.06 of the Belvedere Municipal Code.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
a) The property owner shall hold the City of Belvedere and its officers harmless in the
event of any legal action related to or arising from the granting of this Design Review
approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action with counsel
determined by the City in its discretion, and shall indemnify the City for any award of
damages and/or attorneys' fees and associated costs that may result. This approval is
conditioned upon the accuracy of all facts stated in the application and supporting
documents.

b) Construction shall conform to the drawings prepared by W.B. Clausen Engineers and
Imprints Landscape Architecture, stamped received by the City of Belvedere on
December 20, 2018. The plans shall be amended so that the size of the pier head is
reduced as much as practical and the kayak lift shall be amended to accommodate a
maximum of two kayaks stacked vertically. The final pier head and kayak lift designs
shall be approved by the Director of Planning and Building and the Planning
Commission Chair.
c) Construction shall be limited to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except in special circumstances after obtaining written permission from the City
Manager
d) The general contractor shall submit a proposal to the City Manager, for review and
approval, addressing the schedule for construction and parking locations for
construction vehicles. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall
update the Construction Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Building Official.
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e) In the event Tribal Cultural Resources are discovered during any construction
activities, Project personnel shall halt all activities in the immediate area and consult
with a qualified archaeologist to determine the appropriate course of action.
f) Design Review approvals expire twelve (12) months from the date of approval.
g) Plans submitted for Building Permit shall comply with the requirements of Public
Works/Engineering and shall include but not be limited to the following:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

An Encroachment Permit is required from the contractor for temporary and
permanent improvements, work activities, and staging or storage of equipment
and materials within the public right of way, subject to approval of the Public
Works Manager.
The project will be subject to the City of Belvedere Regulations for Road
Closure Applicants, see the following link:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/documentcenter/viewI 68
An updated Revocable License will be required for private improvements
within the public right-of-way and easements.
The project will require a video recording of the condition of the haul route
pavement. The applicant will be responsible for any damage to the roadway or
other improvements along the haul route caused by the removal or delivery of
materials by truck. A deposit will be required should the roadway not be
repaired to the satisfaction of the City. The deposit amount (estimated range
from $10,000 to $30,000) will be determined at the time of the Building Permit
review.
A Geotechnical Investigation or geotechnical review letter is required. The
geotechnical investigation/letter should address site preparation, foundation,
grading and drainage recommendations. The Geotechnical Engineer of record
shall also provide a letter indicating their review the proposed Grading &
Drainage Plans for conformance with their recommendation prior to Building
Permit issuance.
The project requires a Site Plan showing the property line locations
(referencing the survey source and mapping information), any existing
easements, setbacks, encroachments etc.
The project will require a detailed Grading & Drainage Plan showing cut and
fill earth volumes. Said plans shall incorporate, as appropriate, the MCSTOPPP
Guidance for Applicants: Stormwater Quality Manual for Development Project
in Marin County. This can be found at the following website:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/di visions/mcstoppp/development/~/me
dia/Files/Departments/PW/mcstoppp/GuidanceforApplicantsv 2508.pdf.
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•

The project will include soil disturbance during construction and applicants
therefore must submit an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) for
approval by the City prior to the issuance of a Building Permit. Please also
submit the Erosion and Sediment Control tracking documentation (See the
following link) for the Marin County St01mwater Pollution Prevention Program
(MCSTPPP) Construction Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Applicant
Package, revised November 2015:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/divisions/mcstoppp/development/~/me

dia/Files/Departments/PW/mcstoppp/GuidanceforApplicantsv 2508.pdf.
•

h)
i)

j)

k)

1)

Prior to issuance of a building permit and where required by City of Belvedere
municipal code Section 8.36.090 D., permanent stormwater controls for new
and redevelopment projects, the applicant shall develop, submit and
implement an approved Stormwater Control Plan (SCP) that follows the
appropriate template in the most recent version of the Bay Area Stormwater
Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) Post Construction Manual.
All water treatment or storm water control feature shall be clearly identified
on the plan.
• The project will require a Utility Plan (if not shown on the Site Plan) showing
the existing site utilities and their current alignment and locations, along with
any proposed new locations, alignments or connections for sewer, water,
irrigation, gas, electric, telephone, cable TV, etc.
• The project will require a Landscape Plan and Irrigation Plan subject to
review and approval by Marin Municipal Water District.
Construction shall be completed within the Construction Time Limit established for
this project.
Prior to issuance of building permit a dock lease with the County of Marin shall be
recorded at the County of Marin's Office for the waterside improvements.
Proof/documentation of said dock lease approval shall be provided to Planning
prior to issuance of building permit.
The project requires the submittal and approval of the permitting agencies' (Army
Corps, Water Quality Control, BCDC) conditions of approval and the proposed
implementation plan(s). Prior to issuance of building permit proof/documentation
from the required outside agencies shall be provided to the City of Belvedere
building department.
Mitigation Measures identified in the adopted Initial Study prepared for this project
are hereby incorporated into conditions of project approval, as set forth in Exhibit
B - Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for 121 Belvedere
Avenue, attached hereto and incorporated herein.
These Conditions of Approval and all Mitigation Measures shall be printed on the
Building Permit Construction Plan set of drawings.
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PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on
January 15, 2019, by the following vote:
AYES:
Jim Lynch, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet
NOES:
Larry Stoehr
RECUSED: Nena Hart, Claire Slaymaker, Peter Mar
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DESIGN REVIEW FINDINGS:
The Design Review findings, specified in the Belvedere Municipal Code, Title 20, state that all
new structures and additions should be designed to avoid excessively large dwellings which are
out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the neighborhood. All buildings
should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the neighborhood and should not attract
attention to themselves. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one
material on a single plane should be avoided. Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to
add architectural variety, to break up building planes, and to avoid monotony. Landscaping should
soften and screen structures and maintain privacy. As conditioned, the required findings for Design
Review are made as follows:

Preservation of existing site conditions. To preserve the landscape in its natural state, the
removal of trees, vegetation, rock, and soil should be kept to a minimum. Projects should be
designed to minimize cut and fill areas, and grade changes should be minimized and kept in
harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring landscape.
The majority of the existing use and site conditions will be preserved. Landscaping consisting of
heavy brush will be removed to accommodate the hillavator. No portion of the existing residence
will be modified or removed as a result of this project. The proposed improvements would be in
harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring landscape. In addition, piers, docks and
lifts are common features of shoreline homes in the project's immediate vicinity.

Relationship between structures and the site. There should be a balanced and harmonious
relationship among the structures on the site, between the structures and the site itself, and
between the structures and those on adjoining properties. All new buildings or additions
constructed on sloping land should be designed to relate to the natural landforms and step
with the slope in order to minimize the building mass and bulk and to integrate the structure
with the site.
The project presents a balanced and harmonious relationship between the site, other structures, and
adjoining properties. The work associated with this project related to waterside improvements
constructed in Richardson Bay are designed to minimize bulk and mass. No changes or additions
to the existing home or are proposed as part of this project. The proposed pier, dock, boat lifts,
deck, hillavator and stairs will be used for private recreational use and private uses are allowed by
the Belvedere Municipal Code. Marine structures such as those that are proposed are typical of
waterside development along Belvedere Avenue. The replacement of the existing deck and the
hillavator and stairway are designed to be harmonious with the site, and minimize bulk and mass.

A. All new structures and additions should be designed to avoid monumental or excessively
large dwellings that are out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the
neighborhood. All buildings should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the
neighborhood and not designed to draw attention to themselves.
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The proposed deck, stairs and hillavator are designed to be in character with the dwellings in the
neighborhood, and are also designed to fit in with the setting. The new deck will replace an
existing deck, the hillavator is designed to relate to and fit in with others in the neighborhood and
the stairs are not excessively large. The work associated with this project that relates to waterside
improvements are similar improvements in the neighborhood. No changes or additions to the
existing home or landscaping are proposed as part of this project. All proposed marine structures
are compatible with the existing character of the site and the surrounding neighborhood. The
proposed improvements would not appear excessively large, and would remain compatible with
the size and scale of land and marine structures on other properties in the neighborhood.
B. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material on a
single plane should be avoided, and large single plane retaining walls should be avoided.
Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add architectural variety, to break up
building planes, and to avoid monotony.
No changes or additions to the existing home, and no retaining walls or landscaping are proposed
as part of this project. The proposed improvements are intended to blend in, keep a low profile and
minimize the visual impacts to neighbors.

Materials and colors used. Building designs should incorporate materials and colors that
minimize the structures visual impacts, that blends with the existing landforms and
vegetative cover, that relate to and fit in with structures in the neighborhood, and that do
not attract attention to the structures themselves. Soft and muted colors in the earthtone
and woodtone ranges are preferred and generally should predominate. Trim and window
colors should be compatible with and complementary to the other building colors.
As conditioned and as described in project plans, the project utilizes materials that conform to
regulations in effect to protect biological resources (i.e. no creosote-treated wood). These materials
will be compatible with the surrounding structures, and will relate to and fit in with the
neighborhood. The proposed deck and stairs are proposed in wood with cable railing which are
soft and muted and earthtone. The proposed hillavator is glass with brown trim which will also
blend into the site as well.

Fences and screening.
A. Fences and physical screening should be located so as to be compatible with the design of
the site and structures as a whole, should conceal and screen garbage areas, mechanical
equipment, and structural elements from public view, should preserve privacy between
adjoining dwellings, where practical, and should not significantly block views.
Not applicable. No fences are proposed and no screening is recommended or deemed necessary
to comply with applicable standards.
B. Fences should be designed and located so that they are architecturally compatible with
the design of the building, are aesthetically attractive, and do not significantly block views.
Wire or chain link fences are discouraged, except as temporary barriers on construction
sites.
Not applicable. No fences are proposed.
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Privacy. Building placement, and window size and placement should be selected to give
consideration to the privacy of adjacent buildings.
Not applicable. The project does not propose any buildings with windows, or modifications to size
or placement of existing windows.

Drives, parking and circulation. Walkways, driveways, curb cuts and off-street parking
should be planned and designed so as to minimize interference with smooth traffic flow, to
encourage separation of pedestrian from vehicular traffic, and to be as safe and convenient
as is practical. They should not be out of relationship with the design of the proposed
buildings and structures on the site, and should not intrude on the privacy of, or conflict with
the appearance or use of neighboring properties.
Not applicable. No changes to parking, drives or circulation are proposed.

Exterior lighting, skylights, and reflectivitv. Exterior lighting should not create glare,
hazard, or annoyance to neighboring property owners or to passersby. Lighting should be
shielded and directed downward, with location of lights coordinated with the approved
landscape plan. Skylights should not have white or light opaque exterior lenses.
Not applicable. No exterior lighting or skylights are proposed as part of this application.

Consideration of nonconformities. The proposed work shall be viewed in relationship to any
nonconformities, as defined in Title 19, and where it is determined to be feasible and
reasonable, consideration should be given to conditioning the approval upon the mitigation
or elimination of such nonconformities.
There are no changes proposed to the existing house, it would seem unreasonable and not feasible
to ask the applicant to remedy any existing non-conformities.

Landscape plans -- Purpose.
A. Landscape plans should be compatible with the character of the site and surrounding
developed properties. Native or natural appearing vegetation, with generally rounded,
natural forms, should be placed to appear as loose, informal clusters. B. Landscape plans
shall include appropriate planting to soften or screen the appearance of structures as seen
from off-site locations and shall include appropriate screening for architectural elements,
such as building foundations, deck supports, and retaining walls, that cannot be mitigated
through architectural design. C. Landscape plans should provide privacy between
properties. Choice of landscape materials should take into consideration the future impact
which new planting may have in significantly obstructing views from nearby dwellings.
Landscape Plans - Materials. A. Plant materials native to northern California and Marin
County, and those that are drought-tolerant are encouraged. Evergreen species are
encouraged for use in screen planting situations. Because of high water usage, turf areas
should be minimized and narrow turn areas, such as in parking strips, should be avoided. B.
Landscape plans should include a mix of fast and slow growing plant materials. Fast growing
trees that have a short life span should be used only when planted with others which reach
maturity at a later age. C. Landscape plans should include water conserving irrigation
systems. Plant materials should be selected so that once established, much of the major site
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landscaping would survive solely on rainfall. Plant materials native to northern California
and Marin County, and those that are drought tolerant, are encouraged. Because of high
water usage, turf areas should be minimized and narrow turf areas, such as in parking strips,
should be avoided.
There is heavy brush such as scotch broom in the area that the hillavator is proposed. The brush
will be removed to make space for the hillavator tracks. The remainder of the established
landscaping will remain.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2019 - 003
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
BELVEDERE GRANTING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW A PRIVATE
RECREATIONAL USE OF MARIN COUNTY-OWNED WATER PARCEL ZONED RRECREATION LOCATED ADJACENT TO 121 BELVEDERE A VENUE
WHEREAS, a proper application for a Use Permit has been submitted pursuant to Title 19 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code for private recreational use of property zoned R - Recreation located
adjacent to 121 Belvedere Avenue; and
WHEREAS, on January 15, 2019, the Planning Commission adopted an Initial Study and
Mitigated Negative Declaration pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
which determined that project scope, as mitigated, would have a less than significant impact on
the environment; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on the requested Use
Permit application on October 16, 2018 and on January 15, 2019; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission finds the proposed project, as conditioned, is in
conformance with the Use Permit findings required by Section 19.80.030 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code, because the requested use will not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals,
comfort, convenience and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood
of such proposed use, and will not be injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements
in the neighborhood of such proposed use, or to the general welfare of the City because the
proposed private recreational use of boating facilities is consistent with the ongoing activities and
use of the shoreline along shoreline of Richardson Bay, which includes the use of piers, gangways,
floating docks and boat lifts for private recreational use. The proposed use is for private recreation
only, and does not propose the construction of a new dwelling unit or habitable space of any kind.
The proposed boating facilities have been designed by a registered professional engineer following
the current standards of engineering practice, and have been designed to withstand and account for
potential inundation, as well as storm waves and other water action. The proposed boating facilities
are similar in size to other facilities in the vicinity, and its proposed use and location would not
diminish or limit existing public access to the shoreline along Richardson Bay, or interfere with
marine navigation. Furthermore, the proposed boating facilities would maintain an adequate
distance from other private piers and floating docks along the shoreline of Richardson Bay.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere, based on the findings set forth above and incorporated herein, does hereby grant
approval of a Conditional Use Permit pursuant to Title 19 of the Belvedere Municipal Code for
private recreational use of Marin County-owned property zoned R-Recreation, with the following
conditions:
a) The property owner shall hold the City of Belvedere and its officers harmless in the
event of any legal action related to or arising from the granting of this Use Permit
approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action with
counsel acceptable to the City in its discretion, and shall indemnify the City for any
award of damages and/or attorneys' fees and associated costs that may result.
b) Plans submitted to the Building Department for permit issuance shall be consistent
with the approved Planning Commission plans.
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c) Prior to issuance of a building permit for pier improvements or installation of boat
lifts and any features approved herein, the applicant shall submit documents
necessary demonstrating a dock lease with the County of Marin.
d) Construction and installation shall conform to drawings prepared by Clausen
Engineering, stamped received by the City of Belvedere on December 20, 2018.
e) The pier, dock, platform lift and boat lift shall be used for recreational purposes
only, such as for boating, fishing, sunbathing, swimming and related activities to
enjoy the water and view. No object or structure on the pier shall extend more than
thirty inches above the pier walkway. The pier shall not be used for storage of
derelict boats, general storage, major boat repair or construction or any commercial
use. No petroleum product or chemical toxicant shall be stored on pier, gangway or
float, or in a dock box or locker thereon.
f) The pier, dock, platform lift and boat lift shall be maintained in a safe condition and
in a state of good repair and finish at all times.
g) Failure to comply with any of the conditions contained herein shall be grounds for
revocation of the Use Permit.

PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on
January 15, 2019, by the following vote:
AYES:
Jim Lynch, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet
NOES:
Larry Stoehr
RECUSED: Peter Mark, Claire Slaymaker, Nena Har,
APPROVED:-."+-~~~-"-~..:..r-~~~--"""'...--
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ATTEST:~a~~'-"-~""-=-~-::....;;...--"--'---=-·_ _ _
Alison Foulis, City Clerk

/ch, Planning Co
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